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Students hospitalized after crash
Two remain in critical condition and one in serious condition at EMMC
By Rick Redmond
News Editor
Three University of Maine stu-
dents remain at Eastern Maine
Medical Center today after a single
car crash last Friday.
The Subaru Legacy, driven by
Sean Malone, 20, veered into the
median near the Stillwater exit in
Orono on Interstate 95, clipped a few
trees, and then came to test on its
side.
Malone and Joshua Mimmovich,
also 20, are both listed in critical con-
dition as of press time on
Wednesday. Another passenger,
Tessa Beaucage, 20, is listed in seri-
ous condition. .
A spokesperson from EMMC
said she did not expect the conditions
of the three to change in the next 24
hours.
Scott Luciano was at the Orono
Fire Department when the call came
in at 3:45 p.m. Friday. Luciano, a
firefighter and paramedic, responded
along with what he estimated were
about a dozen other units.
He described the scene of the
accident when he arrived as "very
serious."
The trees taken out by the car
were both about one foot in diameter,
according to Luciano.
Two of the students, including
Malone, were already lying on the
bank outside the vehicle when
Luciano responded to the scene. The
other passenger was still trapped in
the car and was extracted using the
Jaws of Life. Only one of the victims
was conscious at the time, though it
is uncertain which one that was.
When he arrived, Luciano esti-
mated 20 civilians had already gath-
ered at the scene of the accident. One
man, an unidentified neurosurgeon
from Texas, was among the first on
the scene.
The Texas native cared for the
victims and called for a LifeFlight
helicopter to transport the three vic-
tims to the hospital.
The helicopter was later canceled
by authorities en route when it was
determined it would be quicker to
transport the three to the hospital by
ambulance.
See ACCIDENT on Page 2
CHOP SHOP — Rick Hubbard, an employee of UMaine's grounds department, trashes
university dump Thursday morning.
Hundreds of desks scrapped at
As old furniture is tossed by Property Management, so is
By Angela Fiandacca
Staff Writer
About 500 desks that were
removed from residence halls over
the summer are currently waiting
to be destroyed for lack of a place
to donate them and lack of space to
house them on campus, according
to the University of Maine's
Director of Property Management
Gordon Nelson.
This summer approximately,
1,300 pieces of furniture were
removed from Kennebec,
Aroostook, York and Stodder halls
and replaced with new furniture.
Most of the old furniture was sold
at three separate surplus sales in
late July and August in the Steam
Plant parking lot. The sales were
advertised on the Internet.
The surplus sales took place
during the summer months
because it was the only logical
time to hold them. The furniture
that was sold was being used until
students left campus in May.
The furniture was then stored in
trailers in the Steam Plant lot. The
trailers had to be moved from the
lot before September when school
began again, due to parking issues,
according to Nelson.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES
old residence hall furniture at the
UMaine
big chance for charity
"Once school started, that
would have been ideal [to have the
surplus sale], but the deal we had
with using the lots with the park-
ing people was not to infringe on
parking," Nelson said.
Of the 944 desks, 400 were sold
for $15 each. Of the 319 dressers,
all were sold for $20 each. This
money went to Student Auxiliary
Services, which purchased the new
furniture, according to Nelson.
Nelson contacted several local
charities, including the Goodwill
Industries to see if they would
accept the donation of the remain-
ing 500 desks. All, including
Goodwill, declined the donation
due to a lack of space, Nelson said.
"We just don't have the space
for it," said Terry St. Louis, a
Bangor Goodwill supervisor.
"We're tight back here because we
process so much clothing.
Clothing is our big thing. We do
accept furniture, but a quantity of
it is just too much."
Nelson said it was "extremely
important" to find another option
for donating the desks versus
destroying them.
"We contacted local agencies.
We contacted recyclers to try to get
See DESKS on Page 2
Roach
steps in
for Motto
By Rick Redmond
News Editor
Joe Motto, director of campus
activities and events at the
University of Maine, has been
called up to active duty with the
United States Navy.
Filling in for Mollo temporarily
will be former Oxford Resident
Director E.J. Roach.
Mollo was first notified earlier in
the semester about the possibility of
deployment but was uncertain when
or if he would actually be activated
by the Navy.
But Mollo was activated and
served his last day as director of
campus activities and events on
Tuesday, Oct. 5.
Before he left, Mollo and
Associate Dean for Students Kenda
Scheele began the search for a
replacement, ultimately deciding on
Roach.
The office of Equal Opportunity
Employment gave Scheele a search
waiver, meaning she did not have to
conduct a national search for a
replacement, because Roach's term
as coordinator for campus activities
and events will terminate upon his
graduation in May.
Roach, who will graduate with a
Masters in Higher Education was
one of a handful of people on cam-
See ROACH on Page 2
UMaine rocks
the vote last
night in Union
By Rick Redmond
News Editor and
Diana McElwain
Staff Reporter
Vote.
This was the message pro-
claimed on buttons, stickers. T-
shirts and even through song at
UMaine's UVote event last
night, Rock The Vote.
Sponsored by the Deans of
Students office, the night
reminded the campus that there
are only twenty day's left until
the presidential election.
"Basically it's for students to
get energized about the elec-
tion," said Angel Loredo, associ-
ate dean for students. "There's
only 20 days left to get ready to
vote ... we want to give students
the option to get registered."
Matt Small was the host of
the evening's performances,
See UVOTE on Page 5
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Thursday, Oct. 14, 2004
Men's discussion group
The Catholic Student
Organization in conjunction with
the Newman Center will host a
men's discussion group to dis-
cuss issues of importance to stu-
dents. The groups are student-
led and the topics are picked by
students. The purpose of the
group is to give a place for stu-
dents to honestly look at issues
and feel comfortable expressing
their viewpoints and learning
from each other. For information
contact Casey Murphy on
FirstClass.
Socialist and Marxist lunch
The philosophy department
will host "What if Bush is Re-
elected? Student Perspectives
on a Second Bush
Administration," as part of its
Socialist and Marxist Luncheon
Series. Isaac Curtis will moder-
ate the discussion and students
rApAc, the Progressive
Alliance and other uni-
versity groups are scheduled to
participate. The talk will take
place from 12:30 to 1:45 p.m. in
the Bangor Room of Memorial
Union. For information call Doug
Men at 581-3860.
Democracy talk
"Counting on Democracy," the
documentary film investigating
charges of disenfranchisement
and 175,000 uncounted Florida
votes cast largely by the working
poor and people of color, will be
shown at the University of Maine
by the Maine Peace Action
Committee. The showing will be
held at 7p.m. in 110 Little Hall.
Admission is free. For information
contact Anna
Sweeney@umit.maine.edu or
942-7287.
Friday, Oct. 15, 2004
Book signing
Scott Peterson, author of
"Orono," will sign copies of his
book from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
University Bookstore. For infor-
mation call Holly Williams at 581-
1700.
Renaissance performance
Renaissance, a female a cap-
pella group, will perform at 4 p.m.
DESKS
From Page 1
another use for the desks. We con-
tacted local halfway houses to sup-
ply the furniture to mentally dis-
abled people. We contacted
Thomas College, which expressed
interest but then backed out,"
Nelson said. "No one would pick
up the amount which we had."
A worker from Ophelia's Thrift
Store in Glenburn disagreed, say-
ing the thrift store, which supports
Manna Soup Kitchen in Bangor,
would have accepted the large
donation in its entirety during the
summer but said that Nelson never
contacted Ophelia's.
"In the summer we definitely
would have taken the desks. That
wouldn't have been a problem at
all," said Sergio Ramos, Ophelia's
director.
If given to Ophelia's, the desks
would have been redistributed to
area agencies to give to people in
need. Ophelia's works with about
28 soup cupboards and other char-
ity agencies, according to Ramos.
Nelson said he was unaware of
Ophelia's Thrift Store when
searching for an agency to take the
500 desks. However, there is more
furniture in basements of resi-
dence halls that will need to be
at the University Bookstore. For,
information call Holly Williams at
581-1700.
Family and Friends
Weekend events
Live jazz music by the Lidrall,
duo from 4-5 p.m in the Bear's
Den.
International Student Coffee
Hour from 4-5 p.m. in the North
Pod of Memorial Union Dining
Room.
Kickin' Flicks presents "The
Terminal" at 7:30 and 10 p.m. in
the Bangor Room of Memorial
Union.
"George Gershwin's Porgy
and Bess," sponsored by the
Maine Center for the Arts tonight
at 8 p.m.
Art exhibit of painter John
Walker entitled, "A Winter in
Maine, 2003-2004," from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at the Maine Museum of
Art, Bangor.
The Page Farm and Home
Museum will be open from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. There will be an
ice cream social at 3 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 16, 2004
Family and Friends
Weekend events
Student groups will host
tables to fund raise for their
cause from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Student Organization Fair, on
the Mall. .
Meet the Dean of Students
coffee hour, 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. in
room 315 of Memorial Union.
The Jordan Planetarium will
host "Ring World" at 1:30 and 3 ;
p.m. Tickets are $4.
The Page Farm and Home ,
Museum will be open from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free, and can be sent on
FirstClass to Ernest Scheyder or .
dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the important
information about your event.
Deadlines for submissions are 9 ,
a.m. Sunday for Monday publica-
tion and 9 a.m. Wednesday for:
Thursday publication. First priori-
ty will be given to events that
directly effect university students.
donated in the near future and
Nelson said he will contact
Ophelia's.
"We'd love to be able to find
someone who would be able to
just take this furniture," Nelson
said. "I'm sure we're going to give
them more than they want or we'll
arrange some type of sale with
them. I certainly would not be
averse to selling Ophelia's an
amount [of the furniture] for a rea-
sonable price."
Nelson said he did not want to
resort to destroying the initial 500
desks but said it is not as large of a
loss due to the state of the desks.
They are between 40 and 50 years
old and have been refinished once,
Nelson said.
"They weren't in good shape to
begin with," Nelson said.
The 500 desks will go through
a chipping process in the next sev-
eral weeks. The desks will go
through a tub grinder to chip them
into smaller pieces. The pieces will
then go to the incinerators on cam-
pus to be used for fuel. This fuel
makes electric energy as part of
the grid system in this area.
Approximately 12 percent of local
energy is created by incinerators,
according to Nelson.
"There probably were other
choices [for the 500 desks], but
there just wasn't the time,"
Nelson said.
ACCIDENT
From Page 1
"It was quicker to transport them
by ground then to load a helicopter,
take off, and land at the hospital,"
Luciano said.
The victims were loaded and
transported by ambulance about 15
minutes after Luciano and other
paramedics arrived on the scene. But
traffic was backed up for about two
hours before the investigation con-
cluded.
Luciano said the only trouble
was getting to the scene because of
the amount of traffic congesting the
interstate. Once there, he said every-
thing went smoothly.
"It was pretty chaotic from the
outside, pretty organized from the
inside," he said.
No official accident report has
been released from the Maine State
Police, which is investigating the
accident.
Luciano said that all three pas-
sengers appeared to be wearing seat
belts at the time of the crash.
Members of the campus commu-
nity have banded together to support
the victims and their families.
On Tuesday night, Laura Pruyne,
the resident director of Hart Hall,
held a hall meeting to inform her res-
idents about the crash. All three of
the victims were residents of Hart.
The conditions of the three stu-
dents involved in the accident were
disclosed but not much else could be
discussed because of confidentiality
reasons, according to Pruyne.
Pruyne and other faculty mem-
bers like Dean of Students Robert
Dana and Associate Dean for
Students Angel Lorecio have met
with the victims' families at the hos-
pital to offer support and condo-
lences.
"Dean Loredo and [Dean] Dana
have been exceptional," Pruyne
said. "The campus has really come
together in a great way."
Mimmovich was also a member
of the UMaine track and field team,
another organization that has rallied
support for the victims.
Track and field coach Rolland
Ranson sent an e-mail to members
of the team, updating them on what
he knew about Mimmovich's condi-
tion.
The e-mail told the athletes about
donations, cards and flowers from
the team. Ranson's e-mail also stat-
ed Mimmovich may be moved out
of the Intensive Care Unit at EMMC
by today or tomorrow.
"At that time they will allow two
to three people to visit him at a time.
He is moving and has severe head
injuries as well as severe injuries
along his left side," Ranson said in
ROACH
From Page 1
pus under consideration for the job.
Other prospective candidates actu-
ally backed away from the possibil-
ity of taking over for Mollo as his
deployment became evident,
according to Scheele, making
Roach an ideal candidate for the
position.
"When it became clear that
[Mollo] was going to go, some of
the people changed their minds,"
she said.
Roach began his first "official"
day of work on Oct. 12 and has
since settled into his new office in
Memorial Union.
Before Mollo left, Roach was
briefed on what he could expect for
the rest of the fall semester.
"Joe brought me up to speed on
plans in place for the fall and
upcoming events during the year,"
Roach said.
But Roach's experience with
programming, prior to the crash
course by Mollo, was why he was
hired.
Before working as an RD, Roach
worked as the coordinator of Greek
Life at UMaine from 2000 to 03.
Roach said his previous experience
as a leader among students will help
ease the transition into his new post.
"I think my ability to work well
with students, to approach them, to
energize them and to find out what
they want will help me," Roach
said. "I've built a network of con-
nections with various student organ-
izations."
Roach said he is excited at the
prospect of getting to work with
new student groups on campus, but
also said it was not an easy decision
to leave his job as an RD.
"My wife and I really felt like a
part of that community," Roach said
about Residence Life. "It was a dif-
ficult decision to take this position."
Scheele and Dana also consulted
with Director of Residence Life and
Programs Barbara Smith to make
sure Roach could leave his prior
commitment as RD of Oxford Hall.
Smith said while it will be hard
to replace someone like Roach,
she's not too sad to see him go
because of the great opportunity
this position affords him. She sees
the opportunity for Roach to fill in
for Mollo as a good smart career
move for him.
"I would never stand in the way
of an RD who was going to do
something for their career," Smith
said. "That just doesn't make
sense."
Smith said moving up is a trend
CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY
FLASH NEWS — E.J. Roach took the position of
Coordinator of Campus Events so quickly upon Joe
Mollo's departure that even the office name plate has yet
to be changed.
she's used to in
Residence Life.
Most of her
staff, she said,
are go-getters
who are always
looking to
advance.
"The bad
thing is they're
looking to
move. They're
so good everyone wants them," she
said.
Smith also explained an alterna-
tive plan for filling the RD position
in Oxford Hall — something she
said she's also used to.
"We're pretty well know for our
'IV plans," Smith said with a laugh.
Alex Arroyo, RD of Gannett
Hall has agreed to take on the task
of managing the residents and staff
of Oxford as well.
Arroyo estimated the total num-
ber of residents he will be responsi-
ble for is about 500. He admitted
this is a big undertaking — bigger
Mollo
than any he's previously had — but
said he saw the opportunity as a
way to support Residence Life in a
truly altruistic manlier.
"I basically thought it was a
great opportunity to help the
department," Arroyo said. "I feel
I'm prepared and capable of han-
dling both buildings at the same
time."
And this isn't the first time
Arroyo has stepped up to the plate
for Residence Life. During his sen-
ior year of school at UMaine,
Arroyo moved from Hart, where he
was an RA, to York Village, where
he became assistant village coordi-
nator.
But Arroyo said he doesn't
see this as a trend or as a habit of
his department. He doesn't con-
sider himself any more qualified
than his peers who are RDs.
"I don't think there were any
specific reasons I was asked to
do the job," he said. "They need-
ed my help. They asked and I
was willing."
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Alpha Phi celebrates triumphs, remembers sisterhood
By Angela Fiandacca
Staff Writer
The women of Alpha Phi
sorority are on "cruise control"
since winning five of eight
awards at the 2004 Greek Awards
last spring, being two people
away from meeting their goal of
50 total members this year, and
recently winning first place in
Greek Week for sororities,
according to the sorority's presi-
dent, Kaylee Cooper.
The awards are added to an
already extensive brag sheet:
three years ago Alpha Phi's mem-
bership almost doubled. It is cur-
rently the largest sorority on cam-
pus. The award, "Sorority Woman
of the Year," has been awarded to
an Alpha Phi woman the past
three consecutive years. The five
awards Alpha Phi won most
recently last spring include
"Sorority of the Year,"
"Community Service Award,"
"Adviser of the Year," "Most
Accomplished Alumni Award"
and "Sorority Woman of the
Year."
Although the women of Alpha
Phi pat themselves on the back for
jobs well done, they realize they
are not the only sorority at the
University of Maine that has a
long list of accomplishments, said
Cooper, a fourth-year art history
major.
"There really is no best
[among sororities]. We're all try-
ing to improve the Greek system
as a whole," Cooper said. "By
saying one is the best would be
hurting the system we are trying
to help."
A distinctive piece of Alpha
Phi is that its members can be
seen practically everywhere on
campus, according to Rania
Nazmy, the sorority's vice presi-
dent of recruitment and third-year
marketing major.
"We have a lot more stronger
presence. We're just everywhere.
It's hard to miss us," Nazmy said.
COURTESY PHOTO BY RANIA NAZMY
AT THE CAR WASH -- The ladies of Alpha Phi pose with some friends from Sigma Phi Epsilon during a benifit car wash
on campus. The sisters of Alpha Phi are celebrating recent wins in Greek Week and numerous other awards.
From Student Government,
Inc. to All Maine Women,
Sophomore Eagles, Panhellenic
Executive Board and
Homecoming Queen, Alpha Phi
sisters are involved with almost
every organization at UMaine,
Nazmy said.
"Natural leaders" is the term
Nazmy uses to describe her sis-
ters.
"We're all involved in so
many things on this campus, and
we bring that all together to share.
We can all come together and
learn from each other," Nazmy
said. "The most I've learned in
college has been through Alpha
Phi."
"What is unique about Alpha
• Faculty encouraged
to embrace technology
By Melanie Morin that are too complicated to be
For The Maine Campus adopted easily into the classroom
setting.
Last Thursday, the Faculty Teachers who receive stipends
Development Center hosted its work on projects during the sum-
fifth annual Faculty Technology mer and finish by the end of
Fair at the Bodwell Lounge in August, in time to use them in
the Maine Center for the Arts. classrooms during the fall semes-
During the fair, 12 faculty mem- ter.
bers who previously received The Faculty Technology Fair
Faculty Technology Stipend was first developed five years
Awards of $1,250 showcased ago to make sure the software
their projects at individual tables and technology the University of
for those interested in pursuing Maine was paying for would be
their ideas. integrated into classrooms,
"The goal is to aid faculty in according to Strukov.
integrating technology into the "The faculty are reluctant to
curriculum," said John Gregory, spend time to learn to use them,"
executive director of Information Strukov said. He blames "time
Technologies, restrictions" and a generation of
Faculty applied in the spring faculty who have not grown up
for the award with proposals for with consistent, advanced use of
a p. roject that would incorporate technology.
a simple program that is benefi- Other benefits of the program
cial to students, according to are that faculty see the applica-
Andrei Strukov, director of the tions of technology by fellow
Faculty Development Center. colleagues, thereby causing a
Strukov said the committee "ripple effect" by encouraging
overseeing the awards strives to them to integrate the programs
give stipends to a variety of into their curriculum as well,
departments and classes and Strukov said.
avoids giving awards to projects See FAIR on Page 6
Phi is the women that are a part of
the organization," said Mary
Gatchell-Fenderson, Alpha Phi's
director of scholarship and a
fourth-year elementary education
major. "Each and every one of the
sisters brings something impor-
tant and special to the table, to
make us the group we are."
"Our individual achievements
have just culminated into an awe-
some sisterhood. Having motivat-
ed individuals really pushes the
group," Cooper said.
College is much more than
classes and majors. It involves
social skills, community service
and leadership, which is provided
by Alpha Phi, according to
Nazmy.
"I can't necessarily say what
makes Alpha Phi unique com-
pared with the other sororities on
campus because I've only experi-
enced Alpha Phi, and it's difficult
to compare without really know-
ing what it's like to be a sister of
another group," Gatchell-
Fenderson said. "However, what I
know about Alpha Phi is the bond
that I have with my sisters. I
know, without question, that if I
needed anything from anyone of
the ladies in Alpha Phi, they
wouldn't hesitate."
Alpha Phi may be similar to
other sororities, but its members
feel they are unique in the bonds
built among sisters, according to
Cooper.
"We have a very strong sister-
hood. That solid foundation helps
us grow," Cooper said.
"We're real," Nazmy said. "It's
an incredible group of diverse
women who come together to
share this bond of sisterhood. It's
like a family. It's just been the
best experience I've ever had."
Being realistic is what it's all
about for Nazmy, unlike what is
portrayed on MTV's "Sorority
Life."
"It's really not a good example
of what sorority life is really like
or especially what it's really like
at UMaine," Nazmy said.
To teach the truth about soror-
ities at UMaine, Nazmy made an
See ALPHA PHI on Page 7
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CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES
STEP RIGHT UP — First-year student Ryan Leighton signs
up for his absentee ballot at yesterday's UMaine-U Vote
event in Memorial Union.
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CAINED — UMaine student Peter Hagopian talks with Maine House of Representatives
candidate Emily Cain while checking out ballot issues Wednesday night at the Union.
UVOTE
From Page 1
which included musical groups
the Maine Steiners, Bear Vocals,
Propel, Renaissance and The _
Retirement Check.
"These folks strongly believe
in voting, but I'm sure I'm
preaching to the choir here,"
Small said to the large crowd
that had gathered around the
stage set up in the Marketplace.
"In the last election, only 29
percent of college students
voted. What do we think about
that?" Small asked. "It's like the
opposing team just scored a goal
in hockey," said Small when a
loud chorus of boos responded.
Small also warned the crowd
that during the last election
many student ballots were chal-
lenged and not counted.
"You need to know what to do
when someone challenges your
ballot," Small said.
Third-year political science
major Laura Mingione agreed
that this was an important issue
facing voting students, especial-
ly those voting by absentee bal-
lots.
"It's really important to
explain that you can still vote if
they contest your ballot,"
Mingione said. "That's some-
thing that needs to be taken care
of."
Some musicians such as
Michael Dwyer of Bear Vocals
incorporated the importance of
voting into his performance
singing, "On election night; vot-
ing is real fun."
However, Mingione said that
it was the enthusiastic tablers
from campus political organiza-
tions that really the emphasized
the importance of voting.
"All of the tables, the buttons,
they really grab you, they say,
'Vote!'" Mingione said.
Despite the eye-catching ban-
ners, the people surrounding the
tables of the campus political
booths were scarce.
"They look lonely up there,
you should go see them,"
encouraged Small.
Emily Cain, a candidate for
the Orono seat in the Maine
House of Representatives, came
to meet students Wednesday
night. Initially asked to host the
event, Cain declined so that the
event could remain nonpartisan.
"We're trying to raise politi-
cal awareness on campus by
bringing together all political
parties," Cain said. "The point is
to get the student vote out.
Voter Registration worker
Erin Hartley said that the main
focus of the night seemed to be
the free concert.
"It's a little slow, but we've
got a few people signed up,"
Hartley said. "Everyone's over
there watching the music."
Nick Nadeau of the UM
College Democrats agreed that
while the tables were not in the
spot light, much was still being
accomplished.
"We've got rid of about half
our stickers, but it's been slow,
they've all been downstairs," he
said.
Nadeau said that events like
this are important, as the elec-
tion is quickly approaching.
"Our major job right now is
to get people informed and get
people to vote. There's twenty
days left and there is a lot to be
done between now and then," he
said.
Mia Dow of the UMaine
College Republicans said that
while they too had been able to
give out information, the
evening was difficult at times.
"We're about the only conser-
vatives up here. People want to
come up and argue with us and
that's not what tonight is about.
It's about getting people to
vote," Dow said.
No matter one's political ori-
entation, the entire event served
to bring home the importance of
voting, as was stated by host
Matt Small: "Can we all say it
together? November second!"
Dean Loredo holds post movie chat on 9-11
By Maeghan Naimie
For The Maine Campus
Associate Dean for Students
Angel Loredo and UMaine-U Vote
took part in a showing of
"Fahrenheit 9-11" last week, fol-
lowed by a discussion about the
film.
Filmmaker Michael Moore's
"Fahrenheit 9-11" is a detailed
look at the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks and events surrounding
and leading up to them. About
600 people showed up to room
100 in the Donald P. Corbett
building for the showing.
The movie begins with an
explanation of how Bush "came
to power." His various family
connections with the state of
Florida and their voting system
were outlined.
Moore guides his audience
over the course of the film from
such topics as Saudi Arabia, the
United Nations, the Peace Fresno
community group and presiden-
tial politics.
After the movie, there was a
discussion session in DPC 107
with Associate Dean for
Students Angel Loredo. He
asked the group many pertinent
questions about the movie and
the 9-11 attacks. He also
expressed his feelings about the
film, stating "the soldiers look
like the students I see every
day."
Many students in attendance
also spoke about their feelings
and opinions regarding the movie.
"Michael Moore has done a
good job of making politics avail-
able, accessible and kind of cool
... for people who wouldn't be
involved otherwise," said Summer
Allen, a UMaine graduate.
"While [the film] recognized
that we didn't have power, it also
encourages us to take control of it
somehow," student Isaac Curtis
said.
Some students commented on
the social implications of the film.
"I feel like socially we respond
to what we don't like, rather than
empowering what we do like,"
Alexander Aman said.
During the discussion, Loredo
brought up the Red Scare and
asked if anyone saw similarities
or differences in these situations.
Many students talked about their
views on the issue.
"We live in a culture of fear,
and now we have the ability to
know about the resistance,"
Amman said.
After seeing the movie, stu-
See 9-11 TALK on page 6
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Campaign stop in Bangor
CAMPUS PHOTO BY SCOTT CAPARELLI
TOWN HALL — Elizabeth Edwards, wife of Vice Presidential Candidate John Edwards, spoke in front of a crowd of about 200 supporters at the Sea Dog
Convention Center in Bangor Wednesday. She answered questions ranging from the environment to health care in a town meeting session.
9-11 TALK
From Page 4
dents voiced different reactions
about the film, which won the top
prize at the Cannes Film Festival.
"I was amazed that the govern-
ment still functions when the
president takes 40 percent of his
time off and the congress doesn't
read bills ... the corporations and
businesses are the ones really get-
ting stuff done," Tristan Quinn-
Thibodeau said.
Loredo said this movie and 9-
11 are both very important to our
society and the societies of others.
In the discussion session after
the movie a few students
expressed the opinion that, in
light of the presidential elections
and global uncertainty towards
America, the movie brought up
many important questions and
issues.
"Showing this movie on cam-
pus was a very controversial thing
to do, but most of the students
were glad to have the opportunity
to see it," Loredo said.
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CAMPUS PHOTO BY TARA HILT
TECH SAVVY — Abigail Garthwait of the education department explains how she utilizes
technology by using a Web cam in e-mails when communicating with students.
FAIR
From Page 3
Recipients of the award also
tend to pursue more advanced
technology as they become more
comfortable with simpler uses of
software. They also tend to use
less paper in the classroom if
they can use technology to post
classroom materials.
"[I applied] to get some help
in incorporating technology into
my class," said Amy Fried, a
political science professor who
received a stipend but was
unable to present at the actual
fair due to prior commitments.
Fried said her project incorpo-
rates WebCT into her introducto-
ry courses to display documents
and information in a format that
is more easily accessible.
Fried also uses the Faculty
Development Center's resources
and said receiving the stipend
made her more motivated to
attend seminars promoted by the
center.
Several other projects also
incorporated WebCT or other
methods of displaying visual
models, voice recordings, gal-
leries and higher quality Power
Point demonstrations.
Gregory said the attendance
was very good for this year's fair.
Applications and participation
have also remained steady, and
the program has become increas-
ingly competitive. Only about a
third of all applications will win
awards.
Strukov said that information
on all presentations and pictures
from the fair will be available on
the Faculty Development Web
site shortly.
The award recipients of this
year's stipends were Nancy
Fishwick, Farahad Dastoor,
Abigail Garthwait, David
Hiebler, Deborah Killam,
William Manion and Bryan
Pearce, Kathleen March, Susan
McGarry, Arnie Gellen, Cynthia
Melendy, Denise Skonberg and
Amy Fried.
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POLICEBEAT
By Kyle Webster
Staff Writer
Man arrested for domestic
assault in University Park
A man was arrested on two
charges following a domestic dis-
turbance in University Park at
6:25 p.m. Monday, Oct. 11.
Officers responded to an apart-
ment following a reported physi-
cal alteration between a man and a
woman. A man was apparently
seen through a window pushing a
woman on the ground. When offi-
cers arrived, the doorway to the
apartment was open. The officers
could hear what sounded like an
active struggle coming from with-
in the apartment and heard a man
yell, "I'll kill you."
The officers entered the apart-
ment because of their concern for
the safety of the individuals
inside. In the rear bedroom, they
found a man directly on top of a
woman who was actively strug-
gling to break free. The man was
physically removed from the
woman. He was identified as
Wassem Amin, 19, of Bangor. As
a result of the incident, he was
arrested for criminal threatening
and domestic assault. He was
transported to Penobscot County
Jail and given bail conditions not
to return to University Park or
have contact with the victim.
Gray man arrested near
Alfond for OUI just before
Saturday ice hockey game
A man was arrested following
a routine stop before the North
Dakota v. UMaine hockey game at
7:19 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 9. At the
intersection of Tunk Road and
College Avenue, officers were
stopping cars to check for the
proper passes to park in the park-
ing lot for the game. When speak-
ing with one driver, an officer
detected the odor of alcoholic bev-
erages on his breath. The officer
asked if the man had been drink-
ing. "No thanks, I'm all set," the
subject responded. The man was
asked two more times if he had
been drinking, and he responded
with the same statement.
Following field sobriety tests, the
man, identified as Timothy
Schelly, 46, of Gray was deter-
mined to be too intoxicated to be
driving. He was arrested for oper-
ating under the influence and
transported to Penobscot County
Jail where it was found he had a
.15 blood alcohol count.
Boones on breath gives away
underage drinker
A man was arrested for operat-
ing after suspension following a
traffic stop at the intersection of
Gannett Road and Long Road at
1:08 a.m. Friday, Oct. 8. An offi-
cer on patrol in the area noticed a
vehicle that failed to stop at a stop
sign. The officer pulled the vehi-
cle over. A background check of
the driver, identified as Clinton
Brown, 20, showed that his
license was suspended in
Massachusetts and Maine. He was
placed under arrest. A search of
the vehicle produced a bottle of
Boones Farm wine. While trans-
porting Brown to Penobscot
County Jail, an officer detected
the odor of an alcoholic beverage
coming from Brown. An intoxiliz-
er test showed that he had a .01
blood alcohol count. He was
referred to the Department of
Motor Vehicles for Maine's zero
tolerance policy for minors.
Man summoned for dis-
charging fire extinguisher inside
parked truck
A man was issued a summons
following a situation in the Steam
Plant parking lot at 2:15 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 9. An officer on
foot noticed three people in the
parking lot. He decided to observe
them. He saw two of the people
climb into a tractor trailer truck
and heard a noise come from the
area. A cloud of smoke was then
seen coming from the vehicle. The
officer suspected that they may
have dispensed a fire extinguisher
and went over to them. The three
subjects ran but were stopped by
an officer on bike patrol. An
investigation of the tractor
showed that two fuel caps were
off and that a fire extinguisher had
been dispensed. It was found that
one of the people stopped, identi-
fied as Eric Ray, 22, was responsi-
ble. He was issued a summons for
disorderly conduct.
ALPHA PHI
From Page 3
informational brochure about the
sororities on campus and answers
to possible questions women
might have. This was sent to all
first-year and transfer women.
"From the outside looking in
you just can't understand it. From
the inside looking out you just
can't describe it" is a quote
Nazmy said refers to the sorority
experience at UMaine.
One of the misconceptions
about sorority life at UMaine is
that women "pay for their
friends" in sororities. Cooper said
this money is for dues that pay for
events for national philanthropies,
Community service events, incen-
tives for academic success and
more. One Alpha Phi member dis-
missed this myth of "paying for
friends" by saying something to
the effect of, "If I paid for my sis-
ters then I didn't pay enough,"
according to Nazmy.
"I came into college, and I
couldn't imagine I'd go Greek,
but now I couldn't imagine not
being Greek," Cooper said.
The goals ahead for Alpha Phi
are simple: Keep doing what they
do best — community service,
work for their philanthropy for
cardiac care for women, collabo-
rations with other Greek chapters
and having fun with sisters they
won't ever lose touch with,
according to Cooper.
"We're just so on top of things
right now," Cooper said. "We
plan to keep up the good work."
CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSA ARMES
ON THE AIR — Ahela Reder and Terri Bly prepare for their Monday night counseling show
at the WMEB studio in Memorial Union's basement.
WMEB airs radio counseling show
By Elizabeth Deprey likely to come into our office," Reder
For The Maine Campus said.
Both hosts prepare extensively
Got questions about dating, alco- for the new show to ensure a lively
hol, depression, sex, the war in Iraq and informative discussion.
or anything else related to college "We do a ton of research for each
life? Tune in to the Wicked Psyched show before we go on the air so that
radio show at 7 p.m. on Monday we're not just making stuff up," Bly
nights on the University of Maine's said.
student-run radio station, WMEB The show will focus on student
FM 91.9. call-ins and has real time interaction
Graduate students Ariela Reder with listeners as its main focus.
and Terri Bly host the show, spon- "The show begs for audience par-
sored by the Counseling Center, and ticipation. I don't know as I'd say
discuss anything that is "relevant and
interesting to UMaine students,"
according to Bly.
"Of course [the topics should bel
at least to some degree mental health
related."
"Both Terri and I wanted to do a
radio show that will allow callers to
share their experiences with other lis-
teners and will provide a stage from
which we can provide important
information to people who are less
benefit from it," Reder said.
WMEB Production Manager
Dustin Son calls Reder and Bly
"well-spoken." He said the show will
be "really beneficial and help stu-
dents talk about things that would not
get discussed otherwise."
"I want to help people live their
lives better, to respect themselves
and make choices accordingly. I
became a psychologist hoping to do
this, and! think that a radio show is a
fun place to start," Bly said.
"UMaine has a great student
I'm weeepaima studeint*oconuraspity. and by ---
question;s:'1114saida.‘"rfeel out jcib ences and information, we can ' •
is to discuss issues raised from their it healthier and thriving one. If by
call and not just give them a pat making mental health more
answer. We'd rather help listeners approachable we can help even one
decide for themselves what the best more student and make his or her
course of action is." experience at UMaine better, I'll be
"I hope people reading this arti- pleased," Reder said.
de will take the time to listen and Students who would like to par-
call the show. The more listeners ticipate in the discussion can call
and callers we get, the better the 581-2333 during the show, or e-mail
show will be and more people will Reder or Bly on FirstClass.
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One man's
trash is
another man's
treasure
A recent decision by University
of Maine Director of Property
Management Gordon Nelson to
destroy excess dormitory furniture
instead of donating it to charity is
deplorable.
While attempts were made to
sell and donate some of the furni-
ture, we at The Maine Campus are
left wondering if all possible
resources were used to mindfully
rid the UMaine community of
something that could have easily
been another persons treasure.
It is obvious that there are plen-
ty of needy organizations in the
Greater Bangor area that could
have used some of the destroyed
furniture. The UMaine community
even could have found a way to
ship the desks to the struggling
families in Florida who are
attempting to rebuild their lives
following several vicious hurri-
canes.
It is bothersome that Nelson
noted efforts to donate the furniture
that has already been destroyed
were unsuccessful. Some of the
furniture was sold at a summer sur-
plus sale but was that enough?
At the same time, The Maine
Campus has reported that
Ophelia's Thrift Store in Glenbum
would have easily taken some por-
tion — if not all — of the furniture
off the hands of people at UMaine,
had they received proper notifica-
tion.
Certainly, the logistics and
financial requirements of simply
donating several hundred pieces of
furniture must be shouldered by
some group. We are not advocating
that UMaine should spend aimless-
ly on the removal of excess furni-
ture. It looks like something a
Monday morning quarterback
would say, doesn't it?
But when an organization in
close proximity to UMaine was
never contacted about the possibil-
ity of donation, were left wonder-
ing if all possible resources were
properly evaluated before a deci-
sion was made.
Nelson did note, however, he
would be more than willing to
arrange a deal with Ophelia's. It's
important to note that a large
amount of this furniture has
already been turned into wood
chips. It's easy to understand that
UMaine would want to make
some sort of a profit off the
removal of this furniture, but
charging a charitable outlet for
what would probably become
kindling is troublesome to us as
students.
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A tale of two cities
Sox-Yankees rivalry indicative of Boston-N.Y. clash
The stage has been set for the
greatest rivalry in sports: The
October showdown between the
Boston Red Sox and the New
York Yankees. As much as I
would like to, I am not going to
offer baseball analysis or bash
the Yankees. Instead I would like
to use this series as an example
of Boston's inferiority complex
when compared to New York.
Boston is the heart and soul of
New England, while New York
City is the heart and soul of the
nation. You see all kinds of peo-
ple wearing "I love NY" shirts,
but you never see anyone wear-
ing an "I love Beantown" T-shirt.
Perhaps this is because our love
of Boston stems from our love
for the Sox — our bums from the
hub. We could be on top, but
they'll always be our bums. The
same can't be said for the fresh-
OPINION EDITOR
faced Bronx Bombers," who are
Americas dandies and loved
throughout the world.
The Yankees have more
World Series hardware than the
Hall of Fame. We have five tat-
tered banners and enough tears to
fill Boston Harbor. It's always
our year, and I shouldn't write
this out of sheer superstition, but
somehow it always ends up
being their year.
This inferiority doesn't end
with over two fistfuls of World
Series rings. It even spread into
this year's election. The
Republicans chose to hold their
national convention in New
York. We got the Democrats in a
blatant second-choice scenario.
This may be a result of the
Kennedys running the state, but
regardless, I wanted Boston to
have the winner.
Some may argue that the
Patriots are Boston's pride and
joy, which they are. The only
problem with that is that they are
the New England Patriots, so
they are the pride and joy for all
of New England, not just
Bostonians. It seems selfish and
petty, but when it comes down to
it, Boston needs a champion to
call its own.
Even when it comes to nega-
tive issues, Boston still can't
compare to New York. The Big
See RIVALRY on Page 9
Letters to the Editor
• Responsible voting
This being an election year, we
are being bombarded from all
sides with messages telling us to
get out and vote. While I do
believe that voting is important,
there is something else I feel is at
least as important, and it is some-
thing that we can do every day of
every year. Contacting your elect-
THE
ed officials and voicing your opin-
ions on any political matter that
you feel strongly about can have a
terrific impact on those officials'
voting records.
While your vote can put some-
one in office, his or her day-to-day
decision making is often governed
by constituent feedback. This
seems especially true of local and
state officials. Many times, elect-
ed officials will vote against party
lines in response to the feelings of
their constituents or at least the
constituents that make their feel-
ings known. To put it simply, there
are still politicians that know
which side their bread is buttered
on.
See LETTERS on Page 9
Proud and
informed
We were never
in the closet
MARC
KLINE
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
For 30 years, the Maine
Peace Action Committee has
been an active student group at
the University of Maine. Over
the years, our group has con-
cerned itself with issues of war
and injustice at the local, nation-
al and global levels.
Unfortunately, our world contin-
ues to be plagued by these prob-
lems, but we are optimistic
about the potential of a con-
cerned people to transform
themselves and their world. So,
we call ourselves progressives.
The Maine Peace Action
Committee, though one of the
oldest progressive student
groups in the nation, does not
represent the entire progressive
movement on this campus.
There are progressives in other
groups as well as others who
share our values but who are not
particularly active. One of our
goals is to reach out to these
friends and help enrich their
educational and life experiences
by getting them more involved.
We believe that a healthy and
productive lifestyle must include
an understanding of the world
we live in. This includes an
active, critical analysis of the
power structures we exist in and
especially the abuses of those
who seek to take advantage of
their privilege at the expense of
others. For this reason, unlike
certain others critical of such
action, we are rather pleased
when our educators encourage
critical thinking by voicing con-
cern with the policy and actions
of those who abuse their power.
Though we exist at a univer-
sity that needs great reform and
therefore have our work cut out
for us, we feel pretty comfort-
able here among so many
friends. Our friends are our
friends because they share our
values. They do not share our
values because we are friends.
See INFORMED on Page 9
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Apple has more crime and more
pollution than Boston; we can't
seem to win for losing.
They have the Empire State
Building; we have the Prudential
Building. They have the• Statue
of Liberty; we have the U.S.S.
Constitution. They have the
George Washington Bridge and
we have the Tobin Bridge. They
have Times Square; we have
Faneuil Hall. They have the
Times; we have the Globe.
And so it goes, we have some-
thing great, and they have some-
thing more grandiose. Alas, this
year may be the year where we
prove to the people of New York
that bigger isn't necessarily bet-
ter. We have a slightly smaller
payroll than the Yankees, but we
have more heart and better cama-
raderie.
Perhaps that's what makes
Boston better than New York. We
don't need overelaborate struc-
tures or Central Park to define
our city. Historically, Boston has
been a hotbed for revolution and
changing attitudes. Maybe our
collective love for the Red Sox is
an inherent manifestation of that
revolutionary spirit in which we
fight vehemently against our
oppressor, who in this case dons
pinstripes in lieu of a redcoat.
No matter how you define it,
there has been, and always will
be, angst towards New York and
New Yorkers, as a result of
always coming up short. It's a
great divide that Widens each
year at the start of spring train-
ing. We come to our senses after
a bitter winter and remember
what we have to look forward to
and to fight for: a reason to beat
those smug pricks from New
York. The only people I feel
sorry for are the people of
Connecticut because they are
caught in the middle of this time-
less fray.
Mike Melochick is a senior
journalism major who really dis-
likes the Yankees, but not neces-
sarily New York as a city or state.
INFORMED
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Each of us has strong opinions
about politics and politicians,
and we urge others to make good
and just decisions in life. But we
refrain from thinking for others
or imposing our will. These are
some of the very things we stand
against as progressives.
We encourage our peers to
take a look at the facts, as others
in writing for this opinion col-
umn have strongly recommend-
ed. We urge them, however, to
include independent, unembed-
ded sources as they seek the
truth. In this same spirit, we
encourage any critical thinkers
to join us Thursdays for our
weekly Independent Thinker
Film Series this October. We
will watch election-related
movies and have a facilitated
discussion about each film.
They can also join us for our
weekly meetings 4:30 p.m. in
the Walker Room of the
Memorial Union.
We discuss and plan ways to
bring change to the world, so that
future generations might have the
opportunity to live in peace and so
that those countless people spread
across the world in our own gen-
eration, currently subjected to
injustices imposed by others, have
a chance at a peaceful life as well.
Marc Kline is a member of
The Maine Peace Action
Committee.
LETTERS
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By all means, get out there and
vote, but remember that your
"responsibility" doesn't end there.
Randy Steele
Freshman Onward student
• Youth Vote '04
Students in Maine have a
unique power to change this elec-
tion. Living in a swing state
affords a rare opportunity for stu-
dents to boldly exercise the
power of their vote. While stu-
dents in states that are historical-
ly blue or red are often left ques-
tioning the effectiveness of their
ballot, students in swing states
can rest assured that their vote is
tipping a scale.
With this exciting power,
however, comes a great responsi-
bility. It is essential that students
move beyond registration into the
realm of engagement. Young vot-
ers can no longer be taken for
granted. Politicians must be com-
pelled to consider the diverse
concerns of young people when
designing their political plat-
forms. Students can use the
Internet, the media, petitions and,
direct communication to make
their concerns known. Voter
engagement organizations, such
as Youth '04, offer a host of tools
for students interested in attract-
ing the attention of local and
national politicians.
As a resident of a virtually
unswingable state, I challenge the
young people of Maine to change
the face of this election and rede-
fine the role of young voters in
the electoral process. Tell your
politicians: In Election 2004, we
want to do more than vote — we
want to be valued.
Amanda Houle
Youth '04
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18 and life, not death
Capital punishment not the answer for young prisoners
Capital punishment is no
easy topic to debate. It can be as
heated a topic to debate with
friends as abortion or the war in
Iraq.
But here is something you
may not know: Nineteen states
permit the execution of
teenaged killers. According to
CNN.com, there are currently
70 teenagers, between 16 and 17
years old, on death row in the
United States. I think anyone
guilty of a murder should pay
for their actions.
This is not, however, a
debate about the legality or
morality of capital punishment.
The United States is killing
teenagers. Young people who
aren't even old enough to serve
in the military are currently sit-
ting on death row. Juveniles
who can't even drink a beer are
spending their nights wondering
if, somehow, they'll escape an
execution.
Young people are stupid. It's
all rather intuitive: The less
experience you have, the more
mistakes you make — and you
learn from those mistakes. I
understand that juveniles are
capable of compassion and
knowing the difference between
right and wrong. What concerns
me is that we are killing people
who will never have a chance to
rectify their wrongdoings.
I'm not saying we should
EDITOR IN CHIEF
throw open the cell doors and
give the kids another shot at get-
ting things right. A second chance
at a normal life is always the right
answer. But being an advocate for
the protection of human life, as a
principle, I can't help but wonder
if we are extinguishing the flame
of life before it even has a chance
to burn bright enough for anyone
to see it.
I've never killed anyone. I
don't know what goes on in a
young person's mind when they
decide that murder is the. only
way to get things done. I can tell
you, however, that I am a very
different human being com-
pared to who I was at the age of
18. Given, the circumstance of
college and a middle-class edu-
cation have paved the way for a
large part of my understanding
of the world, but I know I'm not
the same person mentally that I
once was. I base my decisions
and my actions on a set of prior-
ities that I never would have
thought of several years ago.
To condemn a child, and I
use the qualifying term deliber-
ately, is an atrocity. I won't
explore the ideas of predisposi-
tion to violent crimes or the
development of a human being's
brain at the age of 16 or 18
compared to the age of 22. I'm
talking about following your
gut. Don't let the kids go, but
there's no reason to kill them.
I could talk about the preserva-
tion of life. But someone's snide
remark about a murderer not
knowing how to "respect or pre-
serve life" would no doubt find its
way to the top of this debate.
The Supreme Court is
mulling over the concept of
juvenile capital punishment
right now. Your opinion, buried
in the rural town of Orono or
Old Town, may not have an
effect on the forthcoming deci-
sions in Washington, D.C., but
it's worth thinking about.
It's rather intuitive to me that
the United States — home of the
brave, champion of democracy
and personal independence —
would find it a tragedy to kill
young people for foolish acts.
Leave them in prison, but
there's not always a reason to
start offing the young ones in
hopes of preventing further vio-
lence.
Violence breeds violence.
Execution and more death isn't
always the solution.
Marshall Dury is a senior
English major.
Not the brightest idea
Hepler's lighting plan waste of financial resources
Right now in America, the
actions of the presidential can-
didates are being re-evaluated
and reweighed with great detail.
Here on the UMaine campus,
the actions of student body
President Cortlynn Hepler are
being felt for the first time. I
have decided to take it upon
myself to re-evaluate and
reweigh Hepler's first big
action.
Last Thursday, The Maine
Campus ran an article detailing
Hepler's plan to increase lighting
on campus. The project will cost,
according to Hepler, $100,000
for the first phase alone. This
doesn't cover power cost, just
materials and construction.
The photograph of a poorly
lit Memorial Union in last
Thursday's Maine Campus is
purposely misleading — an
effort to drum up support. The
photograph shows the fountain
between the North Pod and the
Fogler Library. There are two
lampposts in the picture, but it
is still rather dark. What makes
me skeptical of the authenticity
of this photograph is that it is
dark within 10 feet of the lamp
posts. It's also interesting to
note that the charming graph of
the proposed lighting shows the
area where the photograph was
taken will not be improved.
The big problem with the
increase in lighting is that it
will not make the campus any
safer. It should be common
knowledge by now that 80 per
cent of rape victims knew their
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
attacker. This doesn't even
include examples where the vic-
tim and attacker met within an
hour, like in cases where
Rohypnol was put into the vic-
tim's drink. 'According to Carey
Nason of the Safe Campus
Project, the only attempted
abduction in recent years hap-
pened in 2003 "in the middle of
the afternoon on a nice day."
Check out the Police Beat
report in The Maine Campus
and see how most crinies on
campus would not have been
prevented with more lighting.
Two years ago, the university
had a program where students
could call a phone' number and
receive an escort to walk them
across campus. Campus
Walkers was a huge failure.
Former campus walker Alex
Davis states: "I worked for like
three weeks or so, and only got
one walk, and it was my room-
mate who was just being an
ass." Davis stopped working
when Public Safety took over
the project and reassigned stu-
dent workers to walk across
campus, making sure doors on
certain buildings were locked.
A massive increase of light-
ing will prevent the surrounding
community from seeing the
stars. Astronomers call this light
pollution. Professor David
Batuski, head of the physics and
astronomy department says: "We
already have one of the most
light polluted observatory sites,
next to the glaringly lit loading
dock of the Memorial Union.
We have no problem at all with
there being more lighting on
campus, if people feel the need,
but we would certainly ask for
shielding, or the ability to turn
off, for very short periods of
time, lights that flood the obser-
vatory area."
The natural beauty of the
earth is blemished and obscured
enough as things are now. More
lampposts will only make it
worse. These same lampposts
can snatch up parking spots, or
segment open fields like the
ones on either side of the
library.
Admittedly, there are a few
spots on campus that could use
some additional lighting. The
hilltop area has some paths that
are too dark. The intersection
next to Gannett is absolutely
dangerous. Unfortunately, these
are not part of the first phase. I
lived in the south side of cam-
pus for two years. The path that
is being worked on was never a
problem. The wrong parts of
campus are being worked on.
Hepler's expensive plan has
some very noble intentions but
should be seriously rethought.
Mike Hartwell is a junior
journalism major.
MUSIC
"The Frequency presents:
The Buzz"
8 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 14
Memorial Union
Free
Howie Day and Nickel Creek
7:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 15
State Theatre, Portland
$25
Vanessa Carlton
7 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 28
Maine Center for the Arts
$10
ART
"artNOW!"
5 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 15
Carnegie Hall
Free
"John Walker: A Winter In
Maine"
Through Saturday, Jan. 8
Norumbega Hall
Free
"Glimpse Into a Lost World"
Through Monday, Dec. 20
Hudson Museum
Free
MOVIES
"The Terminal"
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 15
Bangor Room,
Memorial Union
Free
Student Film Festival
7 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 16
DPC 100
Free
COMEDY
Buzz Sutherland
9 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 16
Wells Conference Cener
ENTERTAINMENT
Greek Community Dance
8 p.m. to midnight
Saturday, Oct. 16
Saint George Greek Orthodox
Church
$10
BARS
College Night
9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50 cent drinks
College Night
Thursdays
The Chocolate Grille
Half-price entrees
If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time, day,
date, place and fee information to
Matt Kearney on FirstClass.
Inside
Bartending •
The Monkey Brain:
Halloween trick or treat?
Page 13
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unexpected
experience
Maxim shows UMaine intern
a good time this summer
By Alfred Schulz
For The Maine Campus
ey Alfred, I have an assignment for you," said an editori-
al assistant standing beside my desk.
"Yeah, what do you need?" I asked glowingly. It was
my first day at work, and I was pumped that a writer was
actually talking to me.
"Well, I need you to order me some blow-up dolls. I'm gonna
review them," he replied.
I accepted the task and roughly an hour later had ordered a fat
doll, a midget doll, an old lady doll and even a sheep blow-up doll,
which even contained an insertion hole.
My name is Alfred Schulz and over the summer I was an intern
at Maxim magazine.
When people fmd out I spent my summer in New York City
working at Maxim, they tend to
have some preconceived notions
regarding the situation, so I will
clarify some things for you.
• "Were you, like, hanging out
with models and stuff?" No.
Believe it or not, models don't fat doll, a
hang out in Maxim offices, as midget doll, an
much as that disappointed me. But
I did stop by one photo shoot for old lady doll
about two minutes to drop some-
thing off, and the no-name model
there was totally into me. Stop
laughing!
• "Dude, what celebrities did
you meet?" I will answer that
question with a question of my
own: Does Executive Editor
Charles Coxe count as a celebrity?
If no, then I guess I didn't meet any celebrities.
• "How friggin' awesome was it living in New York for the
summer?" Pretty awesome, but when you're not getting paid to
work and you sleep on your brother's floor in a one-room studio
apartment the size of a dorm room in Gannett, you're not exactly
living it up. But yes, it was very, as you say, awesome.
This was not an internship consisting of making copies and get-
ting the staff coffee. We actually did work. My assignments varied
daily, but some duties were to be done on a regular basis. The
Maxim interns spend a lot of quality time reading the countless
amounts of letters from readers. It's pretty sad when a delusional
Maxim fan sends a really lame idea to the office addressed to the
See MAXIM on Page 13
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Reality's
newest fad
TV
Guru
By Matt Kearney
I
n the mid-'90s, the television
fad was the sitcom. With tele-
visions listings flooded with
 various 30-minute cOmedies,
some were doomed from the start
and others survived, but for the
most part, they were forgettable
except for a select few. This fad
shifted in the late ` 90s, and sudden-
ly we were swarmed with reality
television shows, which seem to be
only growing in popularity. Like
their sitcom predecessors, many
have failed and most are forget-
table, but for the moment, they are
all America seems to be talking
about.
I took a few nights out of my
normal television-watching sched-
ule to catch up on some of the real-
ity shows plaguing the networks.
S91 • "Laguna Beach"
CV To be honest with you, I haven't
14C watched much of "Laguna Beach,"
94 only because I can't stand the damn
1 show. It's so blatantly scripted that
it makes the giant squid episode of
"Baywatch" look believable. I
mean, come on, they just happen to
be filming Kristen laying in her
pool when her cell phone conve-
niently happens to ring as she
strikes a pose while she answers it?
I'm sorry, but when I answer my
phone, I don't perfectly position
my body against the setting sun, but
that's just me. The acting is so terri-
ble that after watching a few min-
utes of it, it made me want to catch
reruns of "Walker, Texas Ranger"
to see great acting by comparison.
And all of the kids in the show look
as though they are models, except
for Morgan. Apparently "Laguna
Beach" is secretly an Aryan society
where ugly people are murdered
because I certainly haven't seen
one yet. They all look the same
except for Morgan, and she only
looks different because she is fat.
• "The Surreal Life"
On premise alone, "The Surreal
Life" should be a sure-fire hit and
an instant classic. But somehow,
some way, VH1 managed to screw
it up. I mean, who wouldn't want to
watch washed-up celebrities living
in a Hollywood mansion together?
But the show is almost unbearable
to watch, particularly the current
season. Watching Flavor Flay and
Brigette Nelson fondle each other in
the hot tub is enough to make
Trishelle and Steven look like true
romantics. I have to admit I can
never get enough of Dave Coulier.
Just when I thought I had exhausted
all my VHS tapes of "Full House"
and would never see poor Dave
again, he resurfaces in an obvious
and desperate attempt to postpone
See REALITY on Page 13
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The gloves are off:
EA Games vs. ESPN
By Matt Desmond
Staff Writer
With each passing year, EA
Sports and its rival, ESPN, try
to raise the bar to outperform
each other and get garners to
buy their
products. This
year's batch
of hockey
games is no
different.
While there is
no actual
NHL season,
hockey fans
can take sol-
ace in the fact
that there is at
least a virtual
hockey sea-
son. With
"NHL 2005"
and "ESPN
NHL 2K5 ,"
there is much
to cheer, and
unfortunately,
much to jeer
as well. Let's start with "NHL
2005."
There are a lot of familiar
features returning from last
year's version, including
VIDEO
GAME
REVIEW
***
On DVD
"The Day After Tomorrow"
Out now
"Van HeIsing"
Tuesday, Oct. 19
"Dawn of the Dead"
Tuesday, Oct. 26
On CD
Mos Def
"New Danger"
Out now
Duran Duran
"Astronaut"
Out now
Elliott Smith
"From a Basement
on the Hill"
Tuesday, Oct. 19
In Theaters
"Taxi"
Out now
'Team America:
World Police"
Friday, Oct. 15
"The Grudge"
Friday, Oct. 22
Dynasty Mode, which has been
tweaked and makes game play
more simple than last year.
Bruise Control is easier to use,
among other things, and the
open ice support and control
functions are good ideas, but
need to be better executed.
There are a few things that
make you sit back in your chair
and go, "What the hell?" They
left in create-a-team, but took
out Create A Player. Nobody
seems to be sure why that is
exactly.
But there are some things
that make you say, "Groovy!"
For the first time in recent
memory, EA has given separate
controls for the wrist shot and
the slap shot, which really
makes the game more challeng-
•ing. You have to determine if
the goalie is a position to actu-
ally stop the blistering slap shot
or the wrister. This adds a bit of
strategy to the game.
In the opposite corner,
"ESPN NHL 2K5" has all that it
had last year and a bag of chips.
Included this year are new
fighting controls and more cut
scenes that actually give the
feel of watching an ESPN hock-
ey broadcast. Also added to the
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The Boston Bruins and every other NHL team are represented in EA Game's "NHL 2005.
"
While there may not be a real NHL season, that doesn't mean your favorite team can't
win the Stanley Cup.
mix this year are expanded
Skybox, Dynasty and Full Stick
Control.
The Open Ice Control and
support functions are nice as
well, as they allow you to call in
for backup if you're in a bind. I
was a little frustrated with the
control placement itself as I
ended up nine times out of 10
pressing the wrong button and
passing the puck away. Bruise
Control is a lot easier to use this
year and the action gets pretty
intense, too. It's a simple matter
of pressing down on the right
analog control stick and then
snapping it in the direction you
want your player to hit. Contact
gets pretty rough out on the ice,
and there are some spectacular
hits, some that send the oppo-
`Taxi:' Few positives
By Derek Francis
Staff Writer
The best advice about "Taxi,"
in which Jimmy Fallon makes his
debut in a leading role, would be
to skip the first 10 minutes. That
does not mean that the following
90 minutes are
flawless by
any means —
and I mean
any. It is just
that if you do happen to sit
through the first excruciating 10
minutes, you might walk out and
miss what is, at times, a moder-
ately funny movie.
This remake of a 1998 French
comedy of the same name,
"Taxi," tells the story of
Washburn (Fallon), a New York
City cop who couldn't drive a car
if his life depended on it. While en
route to a bank robbery, Washburn
commandeers a taxi driven by
Belle (Queen Latifah). What
Washburn doesn't know is that
Belle is new to driving cabs and
has made special modifications to
her taxi cab. In this souped-up
taxi, they chase down the bank
robbers who are actually
Portuguese supermodels led by
Gisele Bundchen. The bank rob-
MOVIE
REVIEW
bers narrowly escape and both
Washburn and Belle are in trouble
for their reckless chase of the
criminals. Belle's taxi is
impounded and Washburn and
Belle need each other because
Belle caught a glimpse of the rob-
bers without their masks and
Washburn promises to get Belle
her taxi if she helps him. In theo-
ry, hilarity ensues.
The second Belle's taxi cab
transforms into a tricked-out
street racer at the flick of a con-
sole switch, I wanted to pack up
my gear and walk out. But you
can't write a review about the first
10 minutes of a movie, so I
stayed. Fortunately, the movie got
much better and, dare I say, funny.
When the trailers for this flick
began airing a few months back, I
was skeptical to say the least. I
mean, Jimmy Fallon? The man
who can't keep a straight face for
more than five seconds is starring
in a movie? If you look really
close, you can see him turn his
head to laugh in a couple of
scenes. But when Queen Latifah
came into frame in the preview, I
figured, what the heck? She
makes me giggle a bit, so I decid-
ed to give "Taxi" a shot.
The question remains: Can
nent's stick and helmet flying.
The new fighting controls in
"2K5" are phenomenal. Unlike
EA's game where the two play-
ers grapple each other and duke
it out in one spot, ESPN allows
you to skate around the ice, taunt
each other and decide when to
grapple. The fight cut scenes in
"2K5" have been expanded and
See GAME on Page 12
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Queen Latifah and Jimmy Fallon star in "Taxi," a movie
about a inept cop and his taxi-driving chauffeur.
Jimmy Fallon carry a movie? The
answer is both "yes" and "no." He
doesn't make a total disaster in the
vein of "Corky Romano," but it
certainly was no "Caddy Shack."
There were flashes of comic
genius from Fallon, but he just
doesn't have what many of the
other successful SNL alumni have
possessed. Plus, there is what I
like to refer to as the "Latifah fac-
tor." The comedic value of any
movie goes up by at least 20 per-
cent when she is involved. These
are high-level mathematical equa-
tions at work, of course.
OK, so this is neither here nor
there, but it needs to be said: This
may be a credit to the beauty of
Gisele Bundchen and Jennifer
Esposito, as police Chief Lt.
Marta Roberts, or maybe I'm just
a horndog. But there is one scene
where Gisele frisks Esposito for a
rather extended amount of time ...
well, let's just say it was a thing of
beauty ... and that I may need
another cold shower just writing
about it.
"Taxi" has its share of laughs
and some of them are big ones. If
you can get past the ridiculous
premise and Jimmy Fallon's grat-
ing voice, you just might have a
good time. Or you could check
out Kickin' Flicks' replay of "The
Terminal" on Friday night for
free. Your call.
Low-budget dating ideas for the frugal student
Let's face it, we're college stu-
dents. We're not supposed to be
rolling in money, but sometimes
the lack of cash can hinder our
date plans. Either we go for
broke, shell out the money to pay
for dinner and a movie, and live
off Ramen noodles for the rest of
the week, or forgo dating all
together.
However, dating doesn't have
to mean a loss of money, and
below are some low-cost ideas
that will keep your date enter-
tained and won't break the bank
account.
Movie
Cost: Free — $2
Where: While the bigger
movie theaters may charge an
arm and leg for admission, espe-
cially on weekends, there are low
cost alternatives. Kickin' Flicks
shows free movies Wednesday
and Friday nights at DPC and the
movies are generally only a few
months old. Another alternative is
Movie Cinemas 8 in Bangor,
which still hosts dollar nights,
which means you and a date can
get in for only $2. Not too bad.
Dinner
Cost: $10 — up
Where: It is best to take advan-
tage of specials at different
restaurants in Orono. Many fea-
ture two-for-one entrees on cer-
tain days. 'Tuesday nights is two-
for-one pizza at Bear Brew,
Wednesday night at Margarita's is
two-for-one, and Thursday night
is half-price entrees at The
Chocolate Grille. While dinner
can get expensive, it is best to
find deals and cut down on the
See DATES on Page 12
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MUSIC NEWS
• Apple is set to launch a new
enhanced iPod. The new iPod is
expected to feature a 2-inch color
screen which can display photos
and has 50 percent more storage
space for music.
Apple has refused to comment
on the reports that came after a
key supplier announced plans to
produce a larger portable hard
drive.
Since they were introduced in
2001, iPods now account for 50
percent of the digital music play-
er market.
In its most recent quarter, sales
of the iPod accounted for 12.4
percent of Apple's overall rev-
enue.
• Radiohead has confirmed
details of a new DVD being sold
via its Web site.
"The Most Gigantic Lying
Mouth Of All Time" is described
as a "110-minute excursion into
the bizarre" and will contain
music from their recent album
"Hail To The Thief' as well as
some unreleased material.
The DVD will feature 24 short
films, which were broadcasted as
part of Radiohead TV this year.
The DVD is currently available to
preorder through the band's Web
site.
• Marilyn Manson is set to play
the Queen of Hearts in a remake
of "Alice In Wonderland."
Manson, who is lending his
voice to the new computer game,
"Area-51," will begin shooting
for the film "Living In Neon
Dreams" next month in Germany
and South Africa.
He will be appearing in the
movie alongside the likes of "Kill
Bill" star Daryl Hannah, Tim
Roth and Jonathan Pryce.
Manson told MTV.com, "I'm
not just playing a drag queen, I'm
playing a woman. There's a big
difference, and there's more work
to do on that. So I'm studying
early Joan Crawford, and I've
been kind of watching the lady at
home, picking up some character-
istics. She can teach me how to
put my stockings on straight,
though I think I've already mas-
tered that."
• U.S. record companies have
teamed up with film companies in
a Supreme Court appeal to over-
turn a ruling that peer-to-peer net-
works are not liable for their
users' actions.
On Oct. 8, the companies went
to court to ask for a decision made
by the appeals court to be
reversed. In August, it was ruled
that many P2P networks cannot
be sued for copyright infringe-
ments because their products can
be used for legal purposes.
However, the music and film
industries claim that they allow
people to copy their products for
free.
In the United Kingdom, it was
announced last week that for the
first time, British music down-
loaders would face legal action
for their use of P2P networks. The
action, the first of its kind in the
U.K., targets users of the Kazaa,
Imesh, Grokster, Bearshare and
WinMX networks.
• Ozzy and Sharon Osbourne
are slated to launch a new reality
TV show aimed at finding a new
band for the next Ozzfest tour.
The MTV contest will follow
eight bands that will battle it out
for a place on the bill of next
year's annual concert tour.
Ozzy and Sharon will be
judges on the Battle for Ozzfest
show, which is due to start airing
on Oct. 25.
Each episode will show the
bands being put through events
simulating everyday life on tour.
The winners will land a spot
on the tour, equipment, tour
money and a possible record deal.
— Aerin Raymond
Got something going
Contact Matt Kearney
on FirstClass to add it to GO.
The University Bookstore Presents. . .
on?
Renaissance
Linit!
The Renaissance Singers
wz71 perfarin live,
Friday, October 15
4pm, in the
University Bookstore
"Futures"
Jimmy Eat World
Interscope Records
"Futures" is
the album
where Jimmy
Eat World
begins to delve
a little more
into the world
of punk rock
than they have
on past albums.
This is not to
say that their
previous
albums were
bad, just to
help explain
the difference in sound between
their previous endeavors and their
most recent release.
"It's just more ambitious,"
guitarist and vocalist Jim
Adkins told MTV.
For example, the title track
"Futures" is a hard hitting song
that kicks off the track list and lets
you know that this isn't any ordi-
nary Jimmy Eat World album.
Songs like "Pain," the first sin-
gle off the album, and "Nothing
Wrong" make up the punk rock
element, while softer tunes such
as "Drugs For Me," "Night
Drive" and "23" give the album
its indie and maybe even slightly
emo feel. And of course, the
sweet harmonizing of Adkins
voice with guitarist-vocalist Tom
Linton only makes your ears
twitch in pleasure.
This album even saved the best
track for last. "23" is a seven-
minute song that can probably be
considered a ballad, but is so long
and has multiple parts musically,
it may not be.
Jimmy Eat World has done
something new, and it's treating
them well. It can be said that their
new producer, Gil Norton (The
Pixies, Foo Fighters) knows his
stuff and gives the band more of
an outside perspective. This
album also proves that their move
from DreamWorks to Interscope
was a smart one.
— Aerin Raymond
"From a Basement on the Hill"
Elliott Smith
Dreamworks
Musical leg-
end Elliott
Smith passed
away in
October 2003
at the age of 34.
A lot of "From
a Basement on
the Hill,"
released after
his death, is
more rock 'n'
roll than one
might expect
from the dearly
departed but a
lot of it is
exactly what you love and miss
about Smith. The lyrics are slight-
ly happier than Smith's usual
poetry, but this album is a compi-
lation of old and new that is sure
to please any fan. The lyrics
almost seem a little angry on this
one. Smith sings, "Nothing new,
nothing new for you to use, I've
got no new act to amuse you."
With "From a Basement on the
Hill," Smith once again grasps the
wonders of a combination of
drums, acoustic guitar and piano
to make an unforgettable album.
In listening to tracks such as
"Shooting Star" and "Coast to
Coast" one might get a twinge of
classic rock from the drums and
guitars, while listening to "Let's
Get Lost" will bring back memo-
ries of a sweet acoustic sound
found in Smith's early albums
like "Either/Or." There are no
bad songs on this CD, but there
are some that are very worthy of
being noted, "A Fond Farewell,"
"Kings Crossing" and "Twilight"
to name a few. Some songs only
offer sweet
vocals backed by acoustic gui-
tar, while others offer a full band
and chorus.
The late, great Elliott Smith
has not come to disappoint with
this album. Having worked on it
just before he passed away, Smith
left us something simply amazing
to remember him by.
—Aerin Raymond
GAME
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sometimes, the fight isn't over
when you think it is.
Occasionally, the winner of the
fight will get into it with the ref-
erees as well. EA's fighting sys-
tem hasn't changed much from
last year, but it is a bit easier to
control the fighting.
Graphics wise, the clear
winner has got to be EA's
game. The graphics are
absolutely stunning, whereas
ESPN's graphics could use a
little bit of polish. For exam-
ple, in EA's game, you'll see
the referee jump up onto the
boards to avoid hitting the
puck or getting rammed by a
player. In ESPN's version, you
don't really see the referee
much during game play. The
player models look better in
EA, but arenas and fans look
much bettei in ESPN.
With game play, it is simply
a tie. Both games offer differ-
ent features than the other, but
overall, they don't offer
enough to give either game a
specific advantage. Full Stick
Control is nice, as it definitely
gives you the option of how
you want to approach offense
and defense, although "2K5"
doesn't really offer a differ-
ence between slap shots and
wrist shots. It just depends
how hard you tap the button.
EA offers a more difficult but
rewarding game, and at higher
difficulty levels, it is much
easier to enjoy the game.
ESPN's game is nice, but it's
really too easy to get more
than four shots past the goalie
in one game even on the hard-
est difficulty levels.
When it comes to Dynasty
Mode, I would say that ESPN
has a slight edge over EA.
EA's Dynasty Mode is nice,
but I prefer last year's Dynasty
Mode. ESPN's dynasty mode
keeps the player well-informed
and up to date on what is going
on in the NHL. Also, scouting
players and drafting them is
much more informative this
year than it has been in previ-
ous years thanks to the new
Scouting Mode.
In terms of audio and pres-
entation, ESPN definitely wins
the battle. The EA Sports pres-
entation just doesn't seem to
do it like it used to. The
announcers are definitely start-
ing to sound tired and the com-
mentary gets older with each
passing year. ESPN's commen-
tary, while primarily the same
as last year, seems to be more
appropriate to what's happen-
ing down on the ice. The music
used in ESPN also seems more
appropriate towards an ESPN
broadcast. It sounds like the
Fox Sports baseball music is
played at the end of a game in
EA's version.
In all, there is something for
everyone, whether a hardcpre
fan, casual gamer or hockey
players who want to play their
favorite game on their console.
DATES
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cost. Also, order water instead of
a drink, this will save you a lot of
money.
Go for a walk
Cost: Free
Where: There are plenty of
places to go for nice romantic
walks in the area. The great
things about walks are your date
will think you're trying to be
romantic while you're actually
just trying to save some money.
Perfect. One nice place to take a
walk is along the river in Old
Town near the Chocolate Grille.
There is a nice park and gazebo,
and even a playground if you
want to get frisky like you're in
middle school again. Another
good walk includes the
University of Maine trails behind
the Bumstock
Maine Center for the Arts
events
Cost: Free — up
Why: As students, everyone is
entitled to two free tickets to the
MCA a semester. While not
every event applies to this deal,
there are enough good shows a
semester to make this worth it.
Usually, events at the MCA are
fairly classy, so you will both
impress your date and have
money to eat for the rest of the
week.
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year-old and absolutely no charisma
— not to mention that the contest-
ants are some of the vainest people I
have ever seen on television, which
is quite the accomplishment in its
own right. To put it bluntly, "The
Benefactor" is bad television, but
then again we don't tune in to reali-
ty television shows to see good TV
do we?
Just in time for Halloween...
The
Monkey
Brain
2 parts Sambuca
1 part Campari
1 part Bailey's
Add Bailey's last to
create lumpy effect.
MAXIM
From Page 10
editor in chief and doesn't realize a
21-year-old intern reads it and toss-
es it in the trash. No, Maxim does
not want to do a story on how much
you and your girlfriend party.
When I wasn't reading the drivel
that were the reader's letters, I was
told to do a lot of research. I found
contact information on various ath-
letes, comedians and musicians. I
looked up archived articles on
potential interviewees and some-
times was told to look up obscure
trivia. When it came to finding out
how to contact celebrities, I had no
idea how easy it was. All I had to do
was call up some public relations
company and say, "I'm from
Maxim magazine. Can you tell me
how to contact so-and-so?" And
they didn't even question who I
was. I could have been some creepy
stalker, which I'm not saying I'm
not, but I was blown away by how
trusting the PR people were of mag-
azine reseArehers.
Maxim is the No. I men's gener-
al interest magazine in the country,
but with no office dress code and a
bar located within the office walls,
the typical midtown Manhattan
workplace doesn't exactly exude
professionalism, but everyone
works hard, I swear.
People look at Maxim as a fra-
Feelin' blue at the MCA
CAMPUS PHOTO BY MELISSSA ARMES
SINGIN' THE BLUES — Shemekia Copeland sings "2's a Crowd" with Dr. John on piano
Tuesday night during the "Celebrating the Blues" show at the Maine Center for the Arts.
REALITY
From Page 10
appearance in bankruptcy court.
• "The Benefactor"
I would really like to meet the
ABC executive who came up with
the idea of giving Mark Cuban his
own TV show. "The Benefactor" is
perhaps one of the most ill-con-
ceived shows of all time. Obviously,
ABC was hoping to cash in on "The
Apprentice's" success and thought
that Cuban's money and star power
would draw in viewers. Apparently
they didn't take into account the fact
that Cuban has the mind-set of a 6-
WMEBT0p30
1 Tom Waits • Real Gone
2 Interpol • Antics
3 Black Keys • Rubber Factory
4 0 and Not U • Power
5 Medeski Martin and Wood • End Of The World Party
(Just In Case)
6 William Shatner • Has Been
7 Elliott Smith • From A Basement On The Hill
8 Talib Kweli • The Beautiful Struggle
9 The Faint • Wet From Birth
10 Japan for Sale Vol. 4 • Various Artists
11 Clinic • Winchester Cathedral
12 Late, Great Daniel Johnston • Various Artists
13 Hot Skanes • Audit In Progress
14 King Missile • King Missile
15 Libertines • The Libertines
16 Smoosh • She Like Electric
17 Flogging Molly • Within A Mile Of Home
18 Supergrass • Supergrass Is 10: Best Of 1994-2004
19 Say Anything • ... Is A Real Boy
20 Midnight Movies • Midnight Movies
21 Demon Hunter • Summer of Darkness
22 Joseph Arthur • Our Shadows Will Remain
23 Pinback • Summer In Abaddon
24 American Musc Club • Love Songs For Patriots
25 Bjork • Medulla
26 Camper Van Beethoven • New Roman Times
27 Jukeboxer • In The Food Chain
28 Good Life • Album Of The Year
29 Nightwish • Once
30 Le Tigre • This Island
temity guy's guide to life, but the
writers give a different impression.
Made up of an assortment of music
nerds, movie buffs and trendy types,
the writers can be heard talking
about diverse topics from the new
Modest Mouse single to how awe-
some the new Batman movie trailer
looks. And by the way, it does look
pretty sweet. I hope I'm not destmy-
ing the image some of you had of a
typical Maxim employee looking
like a beer guzzling frat boy, but the
office is a tad more low-key.
Maxim is truly a sweet gig for an
intern. I was fortunate to have my
own desk and actually sit between
the sports editor and gear editor.
People who I should have been
intimidated by were the people I
joked around with every day. The
other three interns and I were
allowed and encouraged to attend
the editors' meetings and pitch
ideas. Obviously, the ultimate goal
was to get something I wrote pub-
lished, and that opportunity came
more than once.
The critics say that Maxim is a
magazine full of sophomoric
humor, a bastion of boobies, and
beer references. Guess what? The
critics are right. But that doesn't
change the fact that I had the intern-
ship of my short meaningless life
there. And the best part is, I was
allowed to keep the fat blow-up
doll. Her name is Bertha, and she
rocks my world.
KILLINGTON
MOUNT SNOW
SUGARLOAF
SUNOAV RIVER
PICO
Ail RASH
by Scott Carlson
"I'll tell you one thing I sure as HECK
ain't orderin' up no lap dance!"
Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
Aries
March 21 to April 20
Others can give you the boost
you need to get where you want
to go. Ask for an introduction to
someone who's already been
there and done that.
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
You're gathering points that
you'll be able to redeem later
for something you need. These
aren't like coupons exactly;
they're more like a good
impression you're making.
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
There's going to be a lot of
work coming in the next few
weeks. You may not have much
time to play or investigate new
boutiques, so you'd better make
time for that now.
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Go through your paperwork one
more time, and see what you
might find. Your own work and
imagination transform dearth
into plethora.
Leo
July 23 to August 22
You're pretty good at working
out the details in advance.
That's fine, but also be on the
lookout for a great opportunity.
Planning is good, but planning
plus passion is better.
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Your own efforts are making the
transformation that you've envi-
sioned come true. Isn't it satis-
fying to do something where
you can see results? Keep at it;
you're not finished yet.
Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
Fantasies are wonderful, and
you're good at thinking them
up. The challenge now is to fig-
ure out how to make one of
them come true. You know
which one, and if you don't, a
person you love will remind
you.
Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
Your place will look magnificent,
and nobody needs to know how
much into debt you didn't go or
how much you didn't spend.
Keep that part your little secret.
Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
The more you learn, the more
you realize you didn't know.
And that's odd because, of
course, you knew an awful lot.
And yet it's rather exhilarating,
isn't it?
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Money seems to be coming
your way, and some is from a
secret source. You don't have
to tell where you get it all; just
keep track of it once it's here.
Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 18
Make decisions this morning
about your future, with long-
term goals in mind. State your
intentions in writing so you can
look back on them.
Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
Following through on promises
makes a great impression.
People you don't even know will
be saying nice things behind
your back. So keep checking
things off your lists.
WleASIOVIS
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Out of my Head
1.
"Hey, guard! If you don't get me some lilac
potpourri in here tout de suite, I will twist you like
a Williams-Sonoma pepper mill, my friend!"
Tag & Shammy by Eric Silvia o2oo4
Alas little squirrel,
Here you do lie. breaming of collecting nuts,
Oh way up in the sky.
Even though Tag chased you,You ran your very best.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Labyrinths
6 Period
9 Tag
14 Varnish
ingredient
15 Abner's size?
16 Avoid
17 ltzhak of Israel
18 Traveler's guide
19 Tex-Mex order
20 High-altitude
cloud
22 Extravagant
24 Actress Claire
25 Galley blade
27 Scam
28 Dada founder
31 Melodious
33 Toledo's lake
34 Evaluator
37 Propagate
39 Element
category
40 Hanoi holiday
42 Dreadlocks
wearer
43 Novelist Waugh
45 Statue's base
47 Group of birds
48 Run
50 Exist
51 Fifth of the
scale
52 CO clock setting
53 Greek letter
56 "Deliverance"
author
59 Get in the way of
61 Old-style poetry
63 Man about the
house
65 America's
symbol
66 Bridge maven
67 Wildebeest
68 Silvery food fish
69 Honkers
70 Stretch (out)
71 To the point
DOWN
1 Thanks, Jacques
2 Actor Delon
3 Serengeti
equine
4 Qatar leader
5 How a snake
moves
1 2 3 4 5 6 / 8 9 10 11 12 6)
14 15
171111
20
18 19
21 2?
123111
24 15 10 19 io
31 32 33III
34 35 36 3/ iti 1111
39
40141
4?lUll
43lUll44 45 46IIIII
4/Ill 48 4911111
50 51 52 53 54 55
56 57 58 59 00
61
62 111 63164
651111
66
6711 
68
69 70ll 71 1111
tj 2004 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
6 Blighted tree
7 Iranian bread?
8 Vicuna's cousin
9 Admit
10 Woe is me!
11 Romania's
capital
12 Tokyo, formerly
13 Bandleader
Brown
21 Impudence
23 Tennessee
team, to fans
26 Public disorder
29 Lasso
30 Foot lever
31 Granular
32 Thin pancake
33 Obliterate
34 One-celled
animal: var.
35 Cut off
36 Dock worker
38 Most comely
41 Part of the
school year
44 Recess
46 Short race
Solutions
10/13/04
stda_i_ A A 3S339
liainis nNo NA td09
319V3 ova 300d3
1:130N1H AA>101C1
V13 1S1A1 105 REJV
D1Vidid0 A A39
1V1S1 3C13 dRN A13 A3
VlSVH 131 1V131A1
OV3EldS HOSSASSVW VNINA I HA ivol snwdt:JV NO0 EIVO I
HS I AV1 snaEllo
soovi dYIA1 NI 9VEI
3Q1113 111 1013,13
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49 Word of honor
51 Act component
53 Lawn tool
54 Spills the beans
55 Narrow
mountain
ridge
57 Fateful day
58 Tug
60 Designate
61 Early bird?
62 "Ulalume"
author
64 Payable
Join
the
gang
Write for
Tim NE 
US
Style section.
Contact Matt Kearney on
FirstClass or by phone at
581-3061 for details.
SEX MATTERS with Sandy Caron
2,4, 6, 8, couples
must communicate
What does it really take to
have a healthy sexual relation-
ship? I think I know a lot about
the right moves, but what else
should I be thinking of?
Male, junior, University of
Connecticut
Most people recognize that
technique is only a small part of
what it takes to have a healthy sex-
ual relationship. It appears to be
more important to be able to com-
municate and create an openness to
intimacy and sharing. Survey after
survey reveals that a sexual rela-
tionship is rated as more satisfying
if it is based on such things respon-
sibility, equality and honesty. This
has been found to be true whether
it is in the context of a one-night
stand or a long-term relationship.
Since no two people are alike, a
technique, or "move", as you say,
that is a turn-on for one person
may be the opposite for another.
The only sure way to figure out
what pleases your partner is to
064-
communicate. By this, I mean not
only being able to talk, but also
being able to listen to your partner.
You'll need to have an atmosphere
of openness. A few examples of
ways that sex can be unhealthy
include when it becomes a per-
formance, for example thinking
you must know everything and be
the best, and when sex becomes a
competition, for example think-
ing you have to outdo your part-
ner's previous lovers. Remember:
You want to increase the pleasure
by reducing the pressure. Again,
great sex isn't so much about the
right move, as the right mood!
Being open to sharing what feels
good for each other is an impor-
tant part of the equation.
Dr. Sandra L. Caron is a pro-
fessor of human sexuality at the
University of Maine. To submit a
question to Dr. Caron or chat with
your peers, visit www.College
SexTalk.com. Copyright Sandra
L. Caron, 2002.
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"Personally, I ENJOY sweating the small stuff."
"Go for help' my butt! Lassie. needs more
booze so she can finish her memoirs!"
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IINCOMING — Albany goalie Bouna Coundoul prepares for the approaching attack in Saturday's 1-0 victory over UMaine.
UMaine eager to get back on track after shutout
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
A sluggish first half that lead
to an early University of Albany
goal was the deciding factor in
the University of Maine men's
soccer loss on Saturday.
UMaine lost to
the Great Danes
on Saturday in
an America East
conference
clash at Alumni
Field.
The loss against Albany saw
the Black Bears drop into a tie
with Hartford for fifth place in
the conference standings. Also,
the Black Bears overall record
slipped to below .500 with a 3-
4-3 mark.
"In the first half we were not
ready to play, and we made
Albany, which is a good team,
UM 0
ALB 1
look like a great team," said
Maine head coach Travers
Evans. "We were able to outset
them in the second half, and we
played better."
"We are good enough to play
with and beat teams like them."
Despite a first half that saw
the Black Bears muster one
shot, UMaine was able to
increase their offensive
chances and outshoot Albany
11-1 and garner seven corners.
Three of those chances came
within a two-minute stretch in
the last ten minutes of the game.
On their first corner during
the series, the ball made its way
in front of the Albany net only
to have a UMaine shot deflected
by the Great Danes. The second
corner saw the ball make its
way back to Kyle Vosmus, who
blasted a shot only to have it hit
an Albany player and roll out of
bounds. Their third corner was
cleared out by the Albany
defense.
Maine's last opportunity at
tying the game came in the 87th
minute off a corner. Once the
corner had been taken, forward
Justin Stockford was able to get
his head on the ball, only to
have Albany keeper Bouna
Coundoul make a stop that saw
the senior shake his head.
"Late in the game, we fed off
the guys such as Vosmus who
came out and just stepped it
up," said senior forward Luke
Rivard. "Compared to the first
half, I think everything just
started to open up for us on
offense and our defense was
getting pressure on them."
As for the Black Bear
defense, they cut down the
Albany shots from eight in the
first half to two in the second
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Copying Nature's Mechanical Devices:
History vs. Mythology
Steven Vogel
Duke University
Thursday, October 14, 7:30 pm
D.P. Corbett Business Bldg., Room 100
Reception following the seminar -- Free
Sure, barbed wire looks like thorns, but does
human technology really mimic nature?
Join us for an evening of discovery — this talk just
might change the way you look at the world!
Supported by: The Cultural Affairs Committee, UM Sigma Xi, Office of the V.P.
fore research, Office of the Provost, School of Marine Sciences, Department of
Biological Sciences, and Department of Physics & Astronomy.
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half. The only scoring opportu-
nity the Great Danes had in the
second half came from a free
kick that went past the feet of
Lucas Machado.
Earlier in the game,
Machado was able to get his left
foot on a chance from a Stephan
Hall cross that led to the only
goal of the game. Machado's
shot was able to beat a diving
Chad Mongeon, who made four
saves for UMaine.
"We just did not come out
hard at all but in the second half
we came out and didn't give
them any time to create," said
defender Jason Jacobe. "All we
have to do is just put together a
great 90-minute game because
you can't win when you just
play one half."
On Saturday, the team will
go to Baltimore to take on the
University of Maryland-
Baltimore County Retrievers, a
team that Maine defeated 4-1
last season to make the play-
offs.
"If you sit down and look at
the results in our conference
there are noting but games that
are decided by one goal," Evans
said. "Last year we ended the
season with a five-game unbeat-
en streak to make the playoffs."
"That is not a position we
want to put ourselves in again
as we try to make it back to the
playoffs."
Tailgating
party planned
for weekend
football game
By Katy Vanorse
For The Maine Campus
This Saturday at 11 a.m.,
before the University of Maine
football team takes on the
Dukes of James Madison
University, the Athletic
Department will host a special
tailgating event.
Four interns from Corporate
Sales, a branch of the UMaine
Athletic Department, Kristen
Sinclair, Allyssa Lacroix, Dylan
Reburn and Asher Chappell
have been focusing on holding
an event that would try to
increase student attendance at
UMaine sporting events. The
tailgate party would do just that,
they believe.
When you think of tailgate
parties, most of the time you
think of big grills with burgers,
hot dogs and chicken getting
burned and coolers filled with
beer. At this tailgate party, you
won't have to pay for anything,
except the beer. Free food will
be provided by Margarita's,
while alcoholic beverages will
be available to those over 21 for
a low cost. Students will not be
allowed to bring in their own
beverages to the game, however.
Food and drinks won't be the
only thing available to students
at the tailgate party. A live band
will be performing at the party
before the game. Items such as
movie tickets, Subway and
Pizza Dome certificates,
Starbucks coffee, a variety of
UMaine sports items and more
will be raffled off at half time to
individuals attending the event.
Not only will there be free
food and drinks, but UMaine
coaches, players and Bananas,
the UMaine Black Bear will be
making appearances at the tail-
gate party.
Students will also be able to
watch the game from a different
view. The student bleachers,
which are normally at the oppo-
site end of the field, will be
moved in front of the tent for
the students attending the tail-
gate. That way, everyone will be
close to the action.
Jmu
From Page 20
"The use of our personnel on
both sides of the ball is some-
thing we pride ourselves on," he
said.
With the return of 19 starters,
the' Dukes will prove to be solid
on each side of the ball as well.
Their offense is capable of run-
ning the football and successful-
ly utilizes the play action pass.
"They have an outstanding
offensive line, which is where
all of your success begins," said
Cosgrove. "They have done a
great job running the footbal,
that's a great starting point for
any offense."
According to Gordon,
UMaine's offense will look to
attack JMU's speedy, versatile
defense with a game plan that is
geared toward the Dukes weak-
ness.
"Although they are faster
than previous opponents, they
are also smaller," said Gordon.
"We have to go after them, phys-
ically, right away to set the tone
of the game and open up our
game plan."
UMaine's defense will look
to continue its solid performance
behind the likes of Brandon
McGowan, Daren Stone and
Jermaine Walker, all of whom
rank in the top 20 in total tackles
within the conference.
The two teams will take the
field for a 2 p.m. kickoff, and the
game will be aired on WABI-TV
channel 5.
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Just another day at the Alfond UM continues road trip
By Andrew Knapp
For The Maine Campus
The Maine-iaks need to sign a
recording contract.
During the first of a two-game
set of men's ice hockey games
against North Dakota, the fan
group repeatedly belted out the
chant, "Sioux's a girl's name!"
Much to the chagrin of some
female Black Bear fans, the cheer
received rave reviews throughout
the blue seats of Alfond Arena. It
was reminiscent of the heyday of
the late Johnny Cash and his hit
"A Boy Named Sue."
Much like Sue and his father
did throughout the course of that
song, the Black Bears and the
appropriately named "Fighting"
Sioux threw a few fists, flailed a
couple elbows and tried to lift the
net off its moorings — oh, wait,
that last one didn't happen in the
song.
But, unfortunately, it did hap-
pen in the game at the most inop-
portune time. Of course, I'm
referring to Tim Maxwell's noble
and understandable attempt to
dislodge the posts from the ice
and prevent UND from scoring on
the open net to win in overtime.
The freshman defenseman failed
to dislocate the goal but succeed-
ed in provoking referee Scott
Hansen to issue UND a penalty
shot on the play. Despite the dis-
agreement the Maine-iaks
expressed through their boos,
Hansen got it right. With one
minute remaining in the game, a
penalty shot is the textbook call.
Of course, UND's Drew Stafford
scored to give his team the 4-3
win Friday night. The rest is his-
tory. Forgive and forget.
Despite the outcome, the game
was a treat for all who watched. It
was the second game in Alfond
history broadcasted nationally on
College Sports Television. Just as
in the first national telecast, the
fans were armed with
ThunderStix, creating an electric
atmosphere.
Fifty minutes prior to game
time, the crowd was already deaf-
ening. After Denver sunk
Maine's championship dreams 1-
0 in the national title game last
year, the fans' anxious anticipa-
tion was finally quenched with
the first face-off at center ice. A
UND goal less than two minutes
into the contest, however,
promptly muffled the crowd. An
announcement over the PA sys-
tem that David Ortiz's 10th-
inning homerun gave the Red Sox
a sweep of the Angels finally
brought them back to their feet.
The redesigned Bananas was
once again unveiled to the fans
Friday night. Unfortunately, it
received about the same reviews
it did in its first few appearances
— in other words, it wasn't half
as popular as the Maine-iak
"Sioux" chant.
Besides the new pug-like mas-
cot, fans witnessed something
else they don't usually see at a
hockey game: cheerleaders.
Unfortunately, they did no cheer-
ing. They were strictly business
in their sale of 50-50 tickets.
That's something I
wouldn't mind
seeing: cheerleaders
lacing up the figure
skates to do a few
triple axles between
the second and third
periods
Perhaps Bananas could use a little
help on the ice.
At UND's Ralph Engelstad
Arena, cheerleaders skate on the
ice during intermissions, provid-
ing a different form of entertain-
ment than Bananas' silly dances.
That's something I wouldn't mind
seeing: cheerleaders lacing up the
figure skates to do a few triple
axles between the second and
third periods. Now that would
beat chuck-a-puck any day.
Speaking of throwing things,
the rival squads threw plenty of
The 'resents...
A Book Signing Featuring:
SCOTT PETERSON
Author of Orono, a new title in
the "Images of America" Series.
This fully illustrated book
covers the history of Orono
from the 1.800s to the 1950s.
Peterson is a professor in the
English Department at the
Unviersity of Maine.
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punches in the home opener.
There were 44 penalties called in
the two games, due to stricter
referring standards set by Hockey
East this season. It's a good thing
Prestin Ryan graduated last year
or else he would've spent close to
163 minutes in the penalty box .
Even though it was fall break,
both games last weekend were
well attended, but the seventh
consecutive sellout crowd on
Saturday night was obviously
exhausted from a disappointing
weekend of hockey. With a 3-1
UND lead, the Alfond began to
empty with five minutes remain-
ing in the game, which was a
sorry sight. It's been said that a
two-goal lead is the most danger-
ous lead in hockey. It would be a
shame if those "fans" missed a
miraculous comeback because
they wanted to beat the traffic.
Friday night, it was appropri-
ate that a game featuring 30
penalties would end in a penalty
shot in overtime to spoil the Black
Bear' night. It was also appropri-
ate that Drew Stafford, the same
UND player who scored that
overtime goal, also scored the
game winner on Saturday.
But after both losses, the Black
Bear faithful remained after the
final buzzer to chant, "Jimmy
Howard" repeatedly.
Deep down, • however, the
Maine-iaks weren't pleased. And
neither was Howard.
"We definitely can't be happy
about this," Howard said. "We
didn't play a full game either
night, and we were always in
those games. We just have to
regroup and learn from our mis-
takes this weekend and feed off of
what we did right."
Prior to Saturday's contest, a
ceremony at center ice commem-
orated long time head coach
Shawn Walsh's contribution to
the Black Bear hockey program.
Walsh died in 2001 following a
battle with a rare form of cancer.
A green shamrock, which is also
sewn to the players' sweaters this
season, joined the numbers of
three other retired jerseys — Paul
Kariya, Jim Montgomery and
Scott Pellerin — on a banner
hanging from the rafters at the
Alfond. A four-time coach of the
year, Walsh won 399 games with
UMaine and coached its two
national championship teams.
Fans were able to purchase sham-
rock patches at the game for $5 a
piece in order to contribute to the
construction of the Shawn Walsh
Hockey Center.
Coach Tim Whitehead was
disappointed that his players
weren't able to play up to the
standards of the program.
"I was very impressed with the
guys who left it all out on the ice,"
said Whitehead. "But I think
some of our veterans forgot what
a privilege it was to play here in
front of the best fans in the coun-
try and to have the tradition that
we have here with people like
coach Walsh."
Despite the negatives that pre-
cipitated this weekend, there is
still cause to look forward to a
great season and another run at a
national championship.
After finishing a conversation
with a Fighting Sioux player, jun-
ior defenseman Steve Mullin said
with determination, "See you in
the Frozen Four!"
By Riley Donovan
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine field
hockey team was defeated by
Boston University on Saturday,
but were able to bounce back on
Sunday with a hard-fought victo-
ry over Holy Cross.
The Black Bears took their
three-game home winning streak
on the road Saturday when they
took on the Terriers in Boston.
The Black Bears snatched an
early 1-0 lead midway through
the first half when Kasey Spencer
scored off a pass from Meagan
Connolly. The Terriers tied the
game at one when Pam Speuhler,
who was named America East
Rookie of the Week, scored for
BU with 32:49 remaining in the
game. The Black Bears took back
the lead less than two minutes
later, when senior Traci Rainone
scored off a pass from Rachel
Hilgar.
Kara Rossi tied the game again
for BU with just 14:09 remaining.
With just 8:11 still to play, BU
would take the lead for good on a
penalty shot by Ashley Parker.
UMaine could not come back and
tie the game, losing in a heart-
breaker to their conference rival.
BU outshot UMaine 21-3 and
held a 19-2 advantage on penalty
corners.
On Sunday UMaine went
head-to-head against Holy Cross
with much better success.
Meagan Connolly's pass to Traci
Rainone set up the Black Bears
first goal 14 minutes into the
game. Kasey Spencer scored for
UMaine just before the half with
20 seconds to go to give UMaine
a 2-0 advantage. Junior
Shaunessy Saucier scored from
Arnie Dubois at the 26:44 mark in
the second half to put UMaine up
3-0. Tara Welch got one by Maine
goalkeeper Jamie Morin with
13:27 remaining. Kasey Spencer
added another goal for UMaine
with 5:19 remaining to put her
team up 4-1, which is how the
game ended.
The Black Bears improved
their record to 10-4 overall but
fell to 2-1 in the America East.
They dropped out of the top 20 in
the National Field Hockey
Coaches Association poll. Boston
University joins Northeastern as
the only other team still undefeat-
ed in conference play, each with a
2-0 record. Northeastern is 11-2
overall and the Terriers are now
7-5.
Kasey Spencer leads the team
in goals with seven. Traci
Rainone has six and Rachel
Hilgar and Meagan Connolly are
tied for third, with five each.
The Black Bears continue their
road stretch on Friday in
Vermont. The game with the
Catamounts will begin at 11 a.m.
They play 1 p.m. Sunday at
Albany. Vermont and Albany are
both 1-1 in conference play.
Albany is 5-7 overall, and
Vermont is just 2-11.
Volleyball wins 10th straight
By Matt Williams
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine vol-
leyball team won a pair of America
East matches at Memorial
Gymnasium last weekend to run
their winning streak to 10 matches,
including two exhibition matches
against Canadian Waterloo. The
Black Bears downed Stony Brook
3-0 Friday night and defeated the
University of Maryland Baltimore
County 3-1 on Saturday to
improve to 9-6 on the season and
3-0 in America East conference
play.
UMaine senior Brittany Howe
was named America East Player of
the Week on Monday for her
efforts last week, which included a
3-2 victory over rival University of
New Hampshire. She had 19 kills
against the Wildcats, 15 against
Stony Brook and 18 against
UMBC. For the week, she aver-
aged 4.38 kills per game, .58
blocks per game and a conference-
best .489 hitting percentage.
Howe has recorded double figures
in kills in five straight matches and
her overall .326 hitting percentage
is second among all America East
players.
"It's exciting to be Player of the
Week," said Howe. "It's very
much an honor."
Maine won Friday's match
against Stony Brook by game
scores of 30-20, 30-18 and 30-22.
Howe led the Black Bears with 15
kills, while junior Shannan Fotter
added 11 kills and junior Kaili
Jordan chipped in 10 kills and 14
digs. Sophomore Shelly Seipp led
the team in assists with 39 and sen-
ior Carmen Morgan played well,
with 14 digs and 4 service aces.
On Saturday UMBC, Maine
lost a tightly-contested first game
27-30. The Black Bears came back
to cruise to a 3-1 match victory,
winning the next three games 30-
16, 30-24 and 30-18. Howe led
Maine again with 18 kills, while
Morgan had 12 kills and 16 digs,
Jordan had 11 kills and Fotter had
10. Sophomore Jody Connacher
had a team high 21 digs, while
"It was good to be
able to play in
different situations
especially being
down and coming
back."
Brittany Howe
UMaine volleyball
Seipp recorded her third 50-assist
effort of the season with 52.
"This past weekend's games
were great," said Howe. "It was
good to be able to play in different
situations, especially being down
and coming back against UMBC."
Maine will go on the road for
two America East matches this
weekend, traveling to Binghamton
Friday and visiting Albany on
Saturday. Albany, 15-5 this year
and also unbeaten in America East
play, is tied with UMaine for first
place.
"We're working hard this
week to get ready for Albany,"
added Howe.
4
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UMaine set to tango with James Madison at home
By Erinne Magee
Staff Writer
After a month of jet-setting
for its gridiron match-ups, the
Black Bears are ready to return
to their own turf.
This Saturday the Bears will
host the Dukes of James
Madison University in their first
home game since the 38-0 win
over Northern Colorado on Sept.
11.
"Being at home gives us more
time to prepare and relax for this
big game," said sophomore
receiver Arel Gordon. "It allows
for our fans to personally see
how far we've come since
Northern Colorado."
The 3-2,1-1 Black Bear team
is currently ranked 12th in the
country and has seen as high as
the 5th spot during its five week
hiatus.
This week, the Dukes will
look to boost its undefeated con-
ference record to 4-0 and
improve to 4-2 overall.
"They are an excellent foot-
ball team and have been, in my
mind, every time we've played
them," said head coach Jack
Cosgrove. "Since Coach
[Mickey] Matthews has been
there it has been a battle between
these two football teams."
JMU leads the overall series
against Maine with a 5-4 edge,
but Maine has come out on top in
the last three match-ups.
"This year they are coming in.
UM V. MU
SATURDAY, OCT 16
2 P.M.
playing with confidence, playing
very fast and doing some things
on defense that make them much
more difficult to move the foot-
ball against," said Cosgrove.
The Dukes' defense, led by
Tony LeZotte with 38 total tack-
les and an interception, will look
to hinder the Bears' running
game, something Maine at times
has struggled with this season.
"We need to get a better start
to our football game," said
Cosgrove. "I'm hoping that
being home and in this environ-
ment will be the inspiration for
that happening."
Last Saturday, the Black
Bears' first score came with just
over four minutes to play in the
second quarter and went in to
halftime trailing 17-8. The game
took a different turn when
Gordon opened the third quarter
by returning the kickoff for 88
yards and a touchdown. Maine
was now within a mere two
points and had plenty of time to
even the score. The Bears pulled
away with a 29-25 win against
the Spiders, and Gordon gar-
nered Atlantic 10 Special Teams
Player of the Week for his per-
formance.
Coach Cosgrove was very
impressed with the team play put
forth by all facets of the Black
Bear squad whether it was on
offense, defense or special teams.
See JMU on Page 16
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GAME-WINNER — North Dakota's Drew Stafford sneaks the puck past Jimmy Howard for the game winning goal in
Friday Night's home opener. The goal was scored in overtime off a thrilling penalty shot.
Black Bears looking to bounce back
Men's ice hockey team prepares to battle with a talented Niagara team in second straight homestand
By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor
Still reeling from this past
weekends stinging defeats against
the University of North Dakota,
the University of Maine men's ice
hockey team will be looking to
rebound with the grace and skill
that presided over last season's
talented team this Friday and
Saturday against a potent Niagara
squad.
Last Saturday night, the Black
Bears got their first taste of heart-
break in what was essentially
their first big series of the year.
With national powerhouse North
Dakota in town for a two-game
homestand, the Black Bears saw
the Fighting Sioux complete an
astounding two game sweep
before a shell-shocked crowd. It
was a misstep that seemed to
catch the Black Bears off guard
and prepare them for the upcom-
ing rigors of a top tier schedule.
"I think this past weekend's
series really prepared us for this
week," said Maine head coach
Whitehead. "This was a good
wake-up call for our veteran play-
ers."
With the loss, Maine dropped
to sixth in the Nation in the
USCHO poll and eighth in the
USA Today-USA Hockey maga-
zine poll.
The Black Bears saw the
weekend series get off to a devas-
tating start when North Dakota
UM V. NIAGARA
FRIDAY, OCT 15
7 RM.
silenced a sold-out crowd at
Alfond Arena with a shocking
penalty shot goal in the extra
frame. The goal coming in the
final three minutes of overtime
capped off a classic duel between
two prestigious programs.
In a game that saw 30 penalties
between the two squads, the
Black Bears were lead by a two-
goal performance by Derek
Damon. Both squads tussled fre-
quently with several elbows and
punches being exchanged. It was
a game that played out with a
feverish pace that many would
have expected with two top cal-
iber teams butting heads. With
both squads countering each oth-
ers goals and attacks like heavy-
weights in a fierce bout, the
Fighting Sioux used the skilled
goaltending of Zach Praise to
buoy them in net. The Black
Bears loss in overtime was the
first since the National
Championship game on April, 6
2002, against Minnesota.
The Black Bears second match
against the Fighting Sioux lacked
the same intensity but produced
the same lackluster results.
UMaine dropped a 3-1 decision
after recording the first tally of a
subdued game. Maine's lone goal
was registered by Greg Moore,
while North Dakota was led by
the talented play of Ratisla
Spirko, who recorded a goal and
two assists. Greg Moore's goal
came off a power play that has
been one of the Black Bears'
highlights in the young season.
Moore was fed a carefully placed
pass from Ben Murphy for the
tally. Michel Leveille was also
credited with an assist on the
goal. Maine had a total of three
power plays in the first ten min-
utes of the game, including 1:28
with a five-on-three advantage
but could only score once.
"We missed opportunities,
where we could have really
buried them," said Whitehead.
"We didn't really have the killer
instinct that we needed."
Whitehead believes it was the
role players that highlighted the
play for the Black Bears over the
weekend.
"I liked the fact that some of
our players, that would be consid-
See NIAGARA on Page 18
Women's
soccer poised
to break out
in home series
By Eric Gullickson
For The Maine Campus
Coming off a pair of hard-
fought games over the fall break,
the University of Maine women's
soccer team returns to Alumni
Field this weekend looking to win
their way to the top of the
America East Conference.
UM V. HARTFORD
FRIDAY, OCT 15
Over October break the team
headed to Mass. to play two of the
top teams in the conference,
Northeastern, and Boston
University.
In Friday's match against
Northeastern, the Bears got down
early and just couldn't claw their
way back falling to the Huskies 2-
1. The Black Bears responded in
the second game of the weekend,
grabbing a 1-0 victory over
Boston University on Sunday.
Northeastern forward Kristen
Kowaliak tallied the first goal of
the game on a breakaway 20 min-
utes in to the game giving the
Huskies a 1-0 lead.
The game went back and forth
until the 81st minute when
Kowaliak tallied her second goal
of the match giving the Huskies a
2-1 lead. For her efforts she was
named America East Player of the
week.
Maine responded just seven
minutes later when Heather
Hathorn scored in the 88th minute
to cut the lead to 2-1. It was
Hathron's seventh goal on the.
year. The goal was too little too
late, and the Black Bears fell to 1-
2-0. in America East play for the
year.
Like they have all season, the
team responded to the loss with a
win Sunday against America East
powerhouse Boston University in
a rematch of the 2003 America
See HARTFORD on Page 18
